Rochester Fair offers a return
to th,e past with modern prices
By Christopher Mayo

_r
...

special. The hot dogs somehow
"Hey, who's next? Two in and tasted a little better when the
ym; win. Step in, toss 'em in! midway dust blew into the
"Your chances of wmmng are mustard.
great right now! Yessiree, -step
People jammed the midway,
right up!
· pushing and shoving to be next
"A prize every time -- can't m ime, but you didn 't mind and
win unless you try! C'mon how even shoved right back. Every'bout you sir -- win one for the one wore an ear-to-ear smile!
little lady!
For a youngster, it was Utopia.
The phrases kept ringing
But now, as an adult, I was
through my ears as I strolled going to find a few surprises.
along the midway of the RochWe moved along to the kiddieester Fair, running now through
rides and watched the small
next Wednesday night.
children as they lost themselves
Remember going to the fair in this paradise. If you're a conwhen you were little? The games noisseur in the art of peopleseemed so exciting, the rides
watching, the fair is a prirnP spot.
were breathtaking, and the
Five year old Jody said he likes
House of Horrors was nothing the boats best. When asked whv.
less than blood-curdling. The he cooHy snapped, "Cuz I do."
- cotton candy, flavored ice and Lisa. age seven likes "the ferriPs
~mu.lied apples were something
wheel, cuz it's fun."

.,
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The ferris wheel, the oldest
thrill ride still around, remains
a favorite with the youngsters,
the tilt-a-whirl, the scrambler
and the bumper cars all rate high
with the older children. The
whirling, twirling, banging· and
slamming seems to be the focal
point in many of today's rides.
However, the crunch of inflation has also hit the midway.
It costs anywhere from 30 cents
to 60 cents for a thrill ride, and
prices soar as high as $2 for some
of the games.
I've often wondered what kind
of life it was as an owner of one
of the many booths which line
the midway. It is, naturally, a
circus atmosphere. Seldom do
they spend longer than a week
t-a1r, poge4
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Frankljn might
screen X movies
By Jayne Sears

No, it's not Halloween quite yet. But last night it was fun and games at the Miss
Fairchild Contest. These three were sure winners. ( Dennis '?iguere photo)

Davison was unavailable for
William Davison, owner of the · comment following the planning
Franklin Theater , said he may board's meeting on Wednesday
make the Franklin a twin thea- night, and again last night.
ter which would include the
Durham Town Selectman Lawscreening of X-rated movies if rence O'Connell said last night
the
Durham
Planning he "wasn't su~e of th~ exact staBoard does not approve his ~ro- tutes;· concernmg the issue of the
posal to convert the establish- ~owns po~e~ to _ban X-rated mov. ment into a discotheque.
1e hou~es, 1f 1t wished to d~ so.
,
.
.
Davison's proposed d1scotheDavison s~ud both optwns, th e que involves the removal of the
th
th
propos~d disco eque a~d
e \ 376 theater seats to create a three
- sc~eemng ~f X-rated ~.ovies, a~e tiered floor with an oval bar in
bemg considered for economic the middle of the second tier
· r-easons .. "
..
.
' The club would show m·ovies
. He said the competition w!th three times a wee, feature live
fd~s shown by the Me~o~1al bands and serve beer and
Umon
Student Orgamzahon mixed drinks . Davison said it was
<MUSO)_, the_ l~wered New impossible to establish a club in
Haf!1pshire dm~k_mg age, a nd Durham that did not serve alcobusmess competition for student hol
business in downtown Durham
·
were all factors in his decision Franklin Theater, page 21
to transform t.he theater.

$500,000 aimed for students
'By Mike Kelly

Aid hill is resubmitted
By Jayne Sears
State representative Leo Lessard CD-Dover) has refiled an Incentive Aid Bill with the legislature in orqer to include the program's funding in the 1977-78New
Hampshire state budget.
The bill calls for $300,000 in
state funds and $200,000 in federal
funds. The Incentive Aid Program (IAP) provides grants and
loans for students in New Hampshire universities.
-Lessard safct · the program
originally was "accidently omitted" from the legislature's ,continuing resolution because of an
"oversight on the part of the
drafters."
Lessard explained that since
IAP was a special piece of legislation last year, funding for the
program was not included in the
1976-77 budget and t_he~efore was _

overlooked in the planning of this
year's budget.
"I'm also concerned about the
number of people who are affected by the program and I'm
worried that a budget won't be
passed this year," said Lessard.
''The bill is an insurance policy
in case we do not have a budget.
"A large number of students
throughout the state are on credit
this semester," said Lessard. "If
the bill is passed, money for this
semester will be sent out by midOctober. ''
Lessard said that he does not
know how many students did not
return to school this semester bec;ause the IAP funds they usually
received were not available.
"The best possible way for the

Resident
students
evicted

Newman said she had decided
~hree students. have been on what actions to take against
evicted from Christensen Hall .the students but declined to combecause of their alleged involve- .ment on th~ nature of those dement in overloading an elevator cisions.
in that dormitory on Sept. 5, caus"I am not at liberty to reveal
ing its motor to burn out, accord- that information," said Newman.
ing to Kathy Sullivan, ChriS t en- "Traditionally, hearings on stusen head resident.
d
d' · r
fd f l
ent isc1p me are con I en ia '
Sulll·van refused to release the unless
the students choose otherstudents' names.
wise."
All 17 involved in the elevator In this case, said Newman,
mishap, 14 of, whom are UNH stu- none of the students involved
dents, will be required to pay for wished their names or the heard
bl'
damages which are "well over
$1,000," according to Patrick ings to be ma e pu ic.
Miller, assistant director of en- The UNH Police Department
gineering.
handled the charges against the
Charges against the "Christen- three non-students.
sen 14" were handled by Bonnie According to Jake Chapline,
Newman, the Dean of Students. news editor of the University
Ordinarily, such cases are News Bureau, the police made no
handled by the Student Judiciary arrests. The three non-students
Board, but at this early date, the· were released by the University
board has not been completely · after agreeing to pay their share
formed.
of the damages.

IAP, page5

INSIDE
Bean
Rick Bean tells his
side ·or the story concerning his dismissal
from the MUB Pub
this year. The detai,ls
are on page 3.

-B allet
The Milwaukee
Ballet arrived at
UNH this week. The
stories in the arts
focus on the ballet.

Field hockey
The women's field
hockey team will get
their season underway today at home.
For a preseason look
at their 1977 squad,

turn to page 24.
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News Briefs
Kent State
A group representing 150 Kent State University graduates.
has threatened to withhold their future financial support from the\
college unless construction plans for the proposed gym_ . are
scrapped.
The graduates said in a news conference that the construction
plans show "gross insensitivity and denial of human rights"
and claimed police were "armed to the teeth" to keep protesters away from the construction site.
Opponents of the gym say the proposed site is too near the
area where four students were shot and killed by National
Guardsmen during an anti-war demonstration on May 4, 1970.

Parents
Academic, sociaf and cultural events along with the UNH 'vs. .

lWPSt Ch~ter Stahdootb!lll g2mo wiii .highlight tho annuai P4l"Cnt.3'

tWeekend which begins today.
·
.
A performance by the Milwaukee Ballet, two programs ae,11m~
with career planning and discussions of academic life will com- .
plement the usual menu of athletic activities.
- Previously, the Parents'Weekend was.geared around the football game," said Rhoda Votaw, executive secretary of the Parents'
Cooi}cil. ''This is the first time we've had academic programs ·
competing with the sports ~vents."
The ballet is the social mghJight of the weekend. The performance tonight at the Johnson TheatPr will be followed by a reception in the Paul Creative Arts Center ~alleries.
Several hundred parents ave expected for this weekend, but the
· committee hopes to revise the program into smaller sessions
which could be held on different weekends, and hopefully accommodate more parents.
.
Acccrding to Votaw, other weekends with specific focuses are
already in the planning stages for later this year.
"A possibility is a winter sports weekend where oarents participate in sports with their kids and maybe see a UNH hockey
game," Votaw said.
_
·

LO cal task force aids
Victims of violence
By Kate McClare
If your husband is beating you,
where can you turn for help?
Members of the Seacoast Task
Force on Family Violence feel
the laws, as they stand now, do
not provide proper help for battered women. Cases are difficult
to prosecute, often because the
woman drops charges. While
they support solving the problem
through legislation, they seem to
feel a more immediate solution
is to provide shelter for battered
women.
Betts Davis, one of the dozenmember t~~1r fn.,.,.o "'"'""' tl.p
group
1s looking for a house JD
'-'
4 _ _ _ _ ---.-..a.t, a.u.1, u 1.avu..-;,c; u.1
Portsmouth to provide "emotional support and a place to
stay" for victims of wife abuse.
"We hope to provide referral services-welfare. counselliruz. child
care-if these are needed."
"We would not be duplicating
existing services but getting
· them to respond" to battered
women, says Margaret Montore.
According to Davis, the group
has been "doing research into the
phenomenon of battered wives,"
· using police and social services
as sources of information.
UNH Sociology Professor Murray Strauss conducted a nationwide representative survey
which showed that 12 per cent of
the women in the country were
assaulted by their husbands or
boyfriends in 1975. Of those, four
per cent suffered "serious injury'' by gun, knife, or fist, says

Davis.
She says that by applying those
figures to New Hampshire
women, the result would be almost 30,000 .assaults per year in
the state. About 9,400 of those
cases were severe.
Wife abuse is prosecuted as
either a misdemeanor or a
felony, says Montore. Misdemeanors go to family court,
where there is no criminal punishment. Serious cases of sustained injury are taken · to criminal court, but such felonies are
difficult to determine, says Montore.
''The
distinction · between
BeUIIDavts
simple assault and ser_ious assault is difficult. You can't really · · belief .that they think they are at
measure ·bruises to see how ser- fault, says Davis.
·
ious the case is," she says:" ;
"They are forcing themselves
"But · Ws danazerous for the to believe they are bad." she
police,
too/'
she
adds. says. "They feel that somehow,
She cites a case in Portsmouth because he's your husband and
where "the poli_c e heard a woman he loves you, or you thought he
scream. They went to the apart- did, then it must be true."
ment, said 'police' and the
Davis says the reasons for a
woman told them to come in. man hitting or severely injuring
When they entered, they found his wife are hard to predict. "One
the woman in a dishevelled state woman was beaten because she
as though she had been beaten was out late buying a Father's
and the room looked like things Day present,"- she says. "He
had been thrown. As it turned out, didn't wait to find out, he just asthe •police were charged with sumed she was stepping out on
criminal
trespass--by
the him." A violent man will use any
woman."
excuse to take out his frustrations
Fear of their husbands is one on his wife, she says, from a din,reason women react as in this ner that's late, to "breaking the
case, or simply drop the charges yolk of the egg."
they have filed, according to the
members of the task force. A real Task Force, page 14

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts mostly sunny skies for '
.today with highs in the mid-60's. Increasing cloudiness is likely
for tonight, with temperatures in-the low 40's.
Probability of precipitati.on is ten per cent today, 20 per cent
tonight.

The S~aco_ast Task Force on Family Violence plan to give aid to victims of family violence.
(Denms Giguere photo)
.
_

Comedian Stang is current guest

Dormitories plan guest program
By Nancy Rigazio
. 'Comedian Arnold ! Stang plans
to conduct discussions in . residence hall lounges during the
next five weeks as part of UNH-'s
new "Guest in Residence" pro-

e.ram.

One of the new improvements to the downtown Durham
area is this water fountain near Shop and Save. (Scott
Spalding photo)

· Stang, who starred in the film,
"It's a Mad, Mad Mad, Mad
• World,''played Francis the badgering stagehand in the old Milton
Berle TV show, He has aopeared
in shows such , as . "McHale's
Navy " "Chico and the Man "
and ''The Merv Griffin Show.'' '
Stang has come to UNH to
appear in the UNH ·drama production, "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum."
He is staying in one of Williamson Hall's two apartments and is
conducting discussions with students in return for his lodging.
"Whenever I do a university
production, I try to work out an
agree~e~t t to ~tay in the resi-

dence halls and meet the students," said Stang. "I'm willing Jo talk to students about
whatever they wish, including ·
chicken plucking.''
Stang met yesterday with dormitory presidents and members ·
· of the Residential Lif~ Office at
the New England Center. The
informal meeting was to acquaint
the students with Stang so they
can decide upon specific subjects
for the programs he will offer
in the residence halls, according
to Andy Hamlin, coordinator of
the Guest in Residence program.
Slang's first discussion has not
yet been scheduled.
At the meeting, Williamson
Hall President Scott Gray invited ·
Stang to participate in a group
discussion in Williamson on Saturday as a part of Parents' Weekend.
.
Stang said he plans to go to Boston on Saturday and is not sure if

he can attend .
Williamson hosted this year's
first Guest in Residence. It was
Math Professor Dr. Shan Kuo
who offered an information session on the use 1 o( the UNH
computor terminal.
: ·Kuo lived in . the· Williamson
apartment from Sept. 6-13.
"It was a basic introduction to
the computer terminals," said
Gray. '' About 30 students attended."
Residential Life officials say
they are trying to provide oncampus students with contact
with .educators, artists, public officials and other professionals on
a live-in basis through the Guest
in Residence program.
The agreement is that the Residential Life Office will provide
housing for guests presenting
programs for the Uniyers~ty in
Guest program, page 2·0
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Sept. 30 new deadline

Deadline for health fee extended
such policies rarely cover the
vices not covered .by the health
By Harriet Hobbs
The deadline for subscribing to cost of care at an infirmary. fee. The plan covers in-patient
the voluntary $10 student health Since Hood House is classified costs at hospitals, overnight
fee and the student health insur- as an infirmary, the student will stays at Hood House, surgery,
ance plan has been extended 9 ·receive no benefits at all, Wheel- emergency dental care, maternity, abortion, mental disorders
days until September 30, accord- er said.
Regan said the voluntary$10 and emergency room care. It
ing to David Regan •, assistant
health fee and the $34 student in- does not cover pre-existing condidirector of Health Services.
The deadline was extended so surance policy provide a compre- tions or suicide.
The average cost of an overfurther information about the hensive health care plan. The two
health fee and insurance plan plans do not overlap in their bene- 1 night visit to Hood House is ~45
could be provided to the students. fits, each covering what the other , according to Wheeler. He said
· local hospitals average $80 per
Presently, approximately 4,000 does not.
Paid each semester, the health day, care in an intensive care
students have opted for the health
fee covers what the average inunit averages $200 per day, and
fee.
policy does not--health an emergency room visit can run
Regan said he is concerned surance
care at Hood House. It covers as-high as $500, depending on_how
that many students have not paid all
Hood House services, except lonJ<t the patient remains there.
for the insurance plan or health contraceptives,
medication for
With the exception of Hood
fee because -they ·do not under- chronic conditions and consulta- . House,
·these costs only ., include
stand them, or feel they ~re covtiQ):ls with the orthopedic sur- room · and board. They do not
ered under . their. family insur- geon.
in.elude miscellaneous charges
ance policy. ·
.
The average cost of a visit to for tests and doetor's fees. These ·
Students over 19 years ,of age · Hood House. excluding othPr fpps cha1
1 un up to Uu ec:
may not be covered oy their fami- such as medication, is $4. The av- timesgt.:,then1ay
amount
for room and
ly . policies, according to Regan erage student makes two to three
according to Wheeler.
especially those students from visits a year to Hood House, ac- board,
The average stay in a local hosout of state. Wes Wheeler, rep- cording to Dr. Charles Howarth,
resenting Blue Cross - Blue Shield · medical director of UNH Health pital lasts seven days, Wheeler
at the meeting. said many divi- Services. At this rate, -he said, added, with room and board costs
sions of Blue Cross outside the the $10 health fee can easily re- often exceeding $1,000. He said
students could save a substantial
state no longer cover the student . pay itself.
once he or she turns 19.
·
The student insurance plan,
Even if the sludent is covered covering the entire year includby the family insurance pol~cy, ing vacations, pa_y~ fo~ the sei:- . Health Fee, page 11
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People caught "doing trains" are now subject to $25
fines from the Durham police. (Dennis Giguere photo)

%

Many students are opting to pay the $10 student health
fee. The deadline for payment has been extended to
Sept. 30. <Dennis Giguere photo)

Trespassing now a misdemeanor
on Durham's railrOad trackS,
By David Foster
In my mind, safety for the entire
"No-trespassing" signs have community was the most imporbeen posted along the Boston & tant factor behaind posting the
Maine Corp. railroad tracks from signs.'' Evans said he had rethe railroad station on Main St. ceived reports last May from the
to1he mini-dorm complex at the UNH Police Department about
south end of campus.
Forest Park children playing
Crossing the tracks in that area near the railroad tracks.
is now considered a misdemeanAs chairman of the UNH Safeor and is punishable by up to one ty Committee, Evans met with
year in jail and/or a $1,000 fine, several college officials and B &
according to Lt. Lloyd Wood of M
Corp.
representatives.
the UNH Police Department.
Through those meetings, Evans
Although no arrests have been convinced the I railroad company
made since the signs went up to exercise its option to close off
this summer, Wood said,it is the its property to outsiders.
law, "and we will arrest those
The UNH Police were motivapeople we see trespassing."
ted by more than the safety asThe signs were posted mainly pects of the case. Property dam· because of the efforts of William age to the railroad concerned
Evans, assistant director of Resi- Wood, who said, ''We aren't interdential Life. "The problem," said . ested in arresting people, but we
Evans, "is one of public safety. are interested in keeping train

windows from being -broken,
trains from being derailed and
Forest Park children from being
hurt."
Wood cited several events that
led to his recommendation to
close the area last spring. These
· included six cases of criminal
mischief ( "They were throwing
rocks at- trains," Wood said l,
small fires by the tracks and
theft of copper wire from the railroad's telegraph poles.
. Also a problem, according to
Wood, is the increase of pedestrian traffic across the tracks.
"In the la~t seven years. the
Forest Park apartments have
doubled. a playground has been
constructed near the tracks and
No trespassing, page 8

Bean blames MUB
Pub for h-is dismissal

Programs in the MUB Pub are playing to less than full houses these days. Rick- Bean thinks
things should be different. ( Dennis Giguere photo)

Bv Maureen O'Connell
~ .Rick Bean said this week he_
was "surprised, confused and
disappointed" that his negotiations with the Pub Entertainment
Committee resulted in a "no
show" for him in the MUB Pub
this fall.
Bean, who refers to himself as
"Mr. MUB Pub'," worked as a
disc jockey in the Pub since it
opened two years ago.
Last semester, he ran a discodancing show everv Wednesdav
ana ~unday nights. and on most
holidavs.
He earned a salary equivalent to
ten per cent of aH beer sales. an
average of $100 to $125 a night.
Late this summer, the Pub
Entertainment Committee asked
Bean to consider changing his
program to one night a week and
to accept a flat rate salary of
$100 per night.
Bean refused, negotiations
ended and the MUBPub opened
this semester "Beanless" for ihe
first time.
However, student complaints
and record low beer sales in the
MUB Pub during the first week of
classes caused some Pub managers to view Bean's absence as
a "serious one."

The Entertainment Committee
"brought it on themselves ... according to Bean.
··1 had no idea I would be asked
to do fewer nights this semester.·· •
Bean said. "I was shocked. I
felt as if the committee was
telling me "Yea. v,:e·re interested
in having you. but not as interested as we used to be .··
He said the suggestions to cut
his nights and to accept a fixed
salary were offers "easy to refuse.~
·
Bean added he got the feeling
the committee was trying to "get
rid·· of him altogether.
According to Jeff Onore. assistant director of Student Activities who initially negotiated with
Bean. there was no pre-arranged
"movement"" to separate Bean
from the Pub.
"We just wanted to take a long
look at a program tBean·s act)
that had been popular. but exactly the same for two vears. ··
he said.
.
Onore said the committee suggested fe\ver nights to Bean be,cause the noise level of his
Wednesday night show often
made the MUB an unsuitable
Rick Bean. page 6
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The Rochester Fair lS
a show of memories
hotel bill, food, and the rent that
is charged us here.
.
"Quite a bit of drugs and alor ten days at one location. I cohol circulate among the workwondered why a man or woman ers here, too," he said. "Fi~hts
would choose this always-on-the are frequent, it seems like we run
move style of life.
into trouble in every town.
Lee Tharron who promises to
"But don't get me wrong," he
guess your weight within three added, "it isn't as bad as it
pounds, has been in the fair busi- sounds. At a top spot, I can make
ness for eight years. Therron and up to $500 a week, the patrons
his wife, who runs a booth across are nice and there's a lot of nicefrom her husband, enjoy the tour looking girls in Flodda. "·
because of the stav in Florida.
Suddenly, my childhood reHe mentioned ne particularly en- flections were cracked. All those
joys Winter Haven. where the nice people who made it all look
Boston Red Sox hold their spring so easy were polluting my Utopia.
training .
I walked around the grounds
An elderly man, he admitted
missing the weights quite often some more, when all of a sudden
lately, and went on to say he I heard an eerie, sickening
thou~ht people were generally . scream, as if a girl was in
honest in writing down their severe pain. I whirled around
and faced a torture house. Yes,
weight.
"I enjoy the traveling and the that's right--torture.
Pctinted in biigl1t _cuior:s on the
people 1 meet, ·· ooasted mcnarll
Coots, 19, who runs a popular outside of the house were advergame booth. "I've been doing this tisem·ents like, "See the Guillosince I was 14, and each year tine Torture ! '' , ''See the Girl
Sawed in Half !", "See the Girl
I enjoy it more a nd more."
The amount of money earned Ha nging from the Meat Hook! ", When most of us were kids, the local fair was filled with exciting rides and games.
" would shock you", Coots added. and finally , " The Super Tor- There was adventure at every booth and plenty of fun to be had on every riae. But
today, many of us are finding that things aren't quite the same. Some rides, though,
" If I told you how much, you ture."
Somehow, I failed to see the still hold that special flair .. ~ (Nick Novick photo) .
would wa nt to jump on the wagon
pleasure. What in the hell is this,
right here and now .''
Further along, af one of the I almost yelled.
Although the subjects were, of and white steer was enormous -- : if this symbol of innocence was
As I took .a final run down the
" roll 'em down " stands, a young
man who wished remain anony- course, just dolls, I couldn 't be- it seemed as big as the entire ! there for a reason other than Just midway on my way out, I
UNH football team's front four! · show.
munched on a cinnamon and
mous spoke about his work. lieve that such a morbid and groOutside, the oxen~pulling was sugar "Dough Boy. " It tasted
"The games are rigged, " he said. tesque subject could be used to Its horns protruded thickly and
curved at the ends, which had underway. In the true spirit of great. I began to notice the fun
"If you aim for what you want make money. Getting scared can
sometimes be fun , but this estab- gold tips. The bull was tranquil long-,,ago fairs, yoke-clad ani- rides, the real games of chance,
here, you'll never get it. "
My mouth opened wide. I had lishment was not scary -- it was as heck, though, as he chewed mals were dragging sleds of all the ear-to-ear smiles worn not
contently on his cud and gently cement bricks. The same animals only by the boys and girls, but
always suspected this to be the displaying sickening tortur.e sit.11swished his long tail to disturb ot labor that plowed our fields moms and dads as well .
case, but I never expected a i ations for all to see. If t!i.~~~
places were around when I was menacing flies.
200 years ago seemed as proud
I guess things have changed.
worker to actually admit it.
From the next barn the soft as their owners.
. Games and rides are more comHe wouldn't elaborate on the a kid. I'm glad I failed to see
blurt from a lamb began to piece
The object of the contest is for ; .merd.ai too mod~. But the· good
way the games are rigged, but · them.
My mirror of memories was
together the memories of the a pair of oxen to pull a sled .'ole tu~ is there if you can overadded, "I love to fravel and meet
times I remembered so fondly . of cement blocks at least six feet. look a few details. If you do
all the different sorts of people. shattering. Dazed, I stumbled inWe spend quite a while down in to the 4-H barns where the live- As I neared its stall, I leanedl Each block weighs 300 pounds, go, be sure to check out the 4-H
over and let its soft coat of wool with one added until the final barns . And when you do, then one
Florida, and that certainly helps stock is kept. ;,The gentle bellow of a Holstein cover my fingers.
team is eliminated. Total weight final word of advice: Watch out
to keep me in the business. HowMy spirits were lifted. It was as· can exceed 7,000 pounds.
where you step ! ·
ever, I have to pay for my own calmed my dismay. This black
Cor;itinued from page 1
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Aid hill

IAP
Continued from pageJ
· program to be enacted is if. the
state passes a budget, but there
are so many factions in the :s tate
legislature that we are in a stalemate situation right now,'_' l$aid
Lessard.
''It is my opinion thatwewon't
have a budget this year;. I'm resubmitting the Incentive Aid Bill
as extra protection to see that
this program is funded even if we
don't have a budget."
Lessard plans to meet with
· Speaker of the House George
Roberts who will decide if the ·bill
will be discussed when ~the
full legislature reconvenes next
Tuesday·.
"I'm not sure which session I
want it to be admitted under,"
said Lessard . .
Lessard said that it would be

more difficult to pass the bill if it week, the Board of Post-Secondwere presented in the special ses_- ary Education could appropriate
sion of the legislature since a pub- · thf;? money in a6out threew,eeks,"
lie hearing ·vvould then ·be re~ said Lessard.
.·
.
quir.ed.
If the house debates ·the· bill
I( the bill is presented to the during the:fi~sLweek of0¢t~ber·
,regajar· session, house rule num- anct 1t 1§ signed_ by Gov.er,n9r
ber ' 33 would suspend both the .Thomson, Lessard _.: ·said;,, that. it ·
waiting time for a hearing and would·be about one, montfEl,efore
the hearing itself, since the bill students reGeived·any,moh~y;· \ .
is being presented after July 1, . , Accor4ing to Lessapg·; t~:e;~o.ythe deadline for the regular ses-·· ernor's Commission ·: on_'.• Student
sion, he added.
·
· ·
Aid . established: iil _: J975.,:: 't1:µit a
Th~ · legislature is currently . ,3.5 million, p_rograin was,'d~ped
meetmg in both regular aqd spe- to aid New Hampshire~tuq.ents ..
cial sessions. While meeting in . Lessard termed · the . $liQO.OOO
regular ·session; the · representa- lAP allotment as a ''sh:o_e=stri.n:g
tives are paid for the mileage .' budget."
.
. ·
they travel to and from Concord
The 1977 IAP moneY:-wo'ulct:-ptofor meetings. The legislature is in · vide $300;000 for freshmen and a ·
special session because they have little over $100,000 for sopho, mores. The program requires
not yet passed a budget.
Lessard said that new bills $40,000 for its administration.
should rightfully be intro- Lessard said that in the futu~e,
duced into the special session.
the program would hopefully m"lf a budget is passed next , elude juniors and seniors. · ·
1

' /'TURRI' .l'llllftl.l'
offers you new lower prices.....

·. Lev1·s
. ',t-

.

for less!
no~! we have lowered the price on our
entire stock of levi's

you -~an purchase world
•
Jeans
famou~um

,.
·- ~,- . ....:-.:·~-\·

·

-.. ·.c -.•.. ,.,"· ·

'I~:-,~~-•-

~-

·-- ;-

$ '•-:12.50
-

.

.

This Vantage AII-Aluminurn Tennis Racquet,
Nylon Strung, Leather
Grip. Yours For Only....
,

WHEN YOU _BUY _,S30 OR MORE OF

SATURDAY, September 24
·p ARENTS' ASSOCIATION: Board of Advisors meeting.
New England Center, Berkshire Room, 9 a.m.
CAMPUS TOURS: Leave from the Memorial Union at 9 ·
i ;:l

m .

PARENTS' WEEKEND PROGRAMS: Career Planning.
Specific Careers: Academic Advisors, New England Center,
Berkshire Room, 10:30 a. m. Basic Planning: Barbara
Brockelman, Counseling and Testing, New England Center,
Kennebeck Room, 10:30 a.m.
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY: Northeastern, Lewis Field, 11
a.m.
-WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Massachusetts and Vermont,
Lundholm Gymnasium, 1 p. m.
MEN'S FOOTBALv: West Chester, Coweii Stadium 1 1:30
p. m. General admission $3. Reserved sea ts $4.50.
TWO DISCUSSIONS ABOUT ACADEMIC LIFE: "Research and Undergraduate Education - A Good Match!"
Dean Raymond Erickson, Graduate School. Room 201 ,
McConnell Hall, 1:30 p.m. And, "A Day in the Life of a
Faculty Member." Professor Robert Houston, Physics Department. R_oom 218, McConnell Hall, 3 p. m.
PARENTS' WEEKEND RECEPTION: Hosted by President
and Mrs . Eugene S. Mills for parents and students. McConnell HallReadingRoom, 4:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: White Light, Rock & Roll , 8 p.m.

SUNDAY, September25

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT: The work of summer session
'77 students will be on display, Hewitt Hall Exhibition Corridor, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Through October 17.

f~(L "TENNIS ANYO~E?
~~~,' ~
$ 9g
* -~

MUB PUB: White Light, Rock & Roll, 8 p. m.
CELEBRITY SERIES: Milwaukee Ballet Company. Johnson ,
Theater, 8 p.m. UNH students/senior citizens $4 in advance.
General admission $5.50. UNH student IDs must be presented with student tickets at the door.

MONDAV, September 26

1

~~

MEN'S TENNIS: ConnectirnG 'Field·House courts, 1 p.m.
WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY; : Bowdoin, Memorial· Field,
· 3:30 p.m.
··

.. --~ ...

includes pre-wash, d an<l orif{inal mmJ,,L~

.•
,~

I

: PARENTS' WEEKEND: Th,::oiigh, Sunday, September 25.
. ·Events are listed in chronological order with other calenda_r
. event;,.
,
. LASTDAYTOADDCOURSESOR.OPTFORPASS!FAIL
WITHOUT $10 LA TE FEE. .
.
. . .
.
.

UNH CAMPUS-WIDE FRISBEE TOURNAMENT·: Events
will consist of Frisbee golf, distance, accuracy, and Maximum Time Aloft. Veteran ultimate players excluded.
There will be demonstrations of freestyl e and ultimate
frisbee. Prizes will be awarded to the winners. Bring your
own frisbees. Upper Lacrosse Field and Death Valley, 9:30
a.m . Entrance fee, $1.00 .
PROJECTIONS: Truman Capote's chilling "In Cold Blood,"
Strafford Room , Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.rn. Admission $ .75 or MUSO Film Pass.
FACULTY RECITAL: Donald Steele, piano. Johnson Theater, 8 p .m.
MUB PUB : ProfessorDeeGreaze, D.J. , 8 p.m.

at one low, low ~price
choose from our entire stock
of blue denim flares and corduroy jeans
flares or strai ht legs
,_,. -,--

FRIDAY, September23

-

✓.

~

, campus calenda

2

■
.

,

GREAT

~-~ , _ , . CLOTHING
You May Buy One of These
Racquets for Only $2.99 At All Four Stores!

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Welcome to
Wildcat Country," Granite State Room, Memorial Union,
10 a.m.-3 p.m. Through Thursday, September 29.
MUB PUB: UNH Jazz Combo, 8 p. m.

TUESDAY, September 27
HUMANITIES LECTURE: Films and discussion: "The
Odyssey: The Structure," and "The Odyssey: The Central
Themes." Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS: Bowdoin, Field House courts, 3:30
p.m.
MUSO PRESENTS: Hypnotism at its best. Lecturer and
performer, Edwin L. Baron . Strafford Room, Memorial
Union, 8 p. m.
MOVIE: "Americans on Everest." Sponsored by New
Hampshire Outing Club. Carroll-Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 7:30 p .m. Free admission for members. Non-mem_bers $.50.
MUB PUB: Film, "Rebel Without a Cause," 8 p. m.
- - - - - --

THE NEW HAMPSHIHE is publish ed and distributed semi -,n'Pkly throughout the
academic year. Our offices are located in the Mt'morial llnion Building. Durham .
N.H. o:!824 . Phone 862-1124 or 8621-l!JO. Yearly subscription $!l.OO. Sel'ond dass
postage paid at Durham. N.H. Total number of copies printed 10.;;110. at Cast!!'
Publications, Plaistow. N.H .

··!
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notices

Bean disillusioned
Rick Bean

GENERAL
DON JUAN TENORIO: Quieres participar en la
presentacion de la gran obra espanola. "Don Juan
Tenorio"~ Ven a la reunion este tunes, 26 Sept.. a
las 7 de la tarde en el Foreign Language Mini Dorm.
Necesitamos tuayuda!
CABOODLE CORRECTION: The number for the Stoke
Information Desk was incorrectly recorded in the
Caboodle. The correct number for Student Information
in Stoke is ~-1337. Any other requests should be
addressed to 2-2743. The Office of Student Activities
regrets any inconvenience that this error may have
caused you.
FINAL PRE-SERVICE TRAINING SESSION FOR
STUDENT PROBATION COUNSELORS: Monday,
September 26. Room 320, Memorial Union, 7: 15 p.m.

ATHLETIC/ RECREATION TICKET OFFICE: The office will be open next week on Monday . Tuesday.
and Wednesday from 9 a:m. to 8 p.m. so that Faculty/
Sf;.iff m;:iy pi,•k 11p th1•ir RP0 r<>:.ttinn P ,1<.:<:<><= . Fi<>ld I-lou<:o ,

Hoom 148.

CAREER
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video
tape, lecture, and discussion on the "ins-and-outs" of
the job interview. Career Planning and Placement,
203 Huddleston, Tuesday, September 27, at 6:30p.m .

AEGIS: The deadiine for the fall issue is Friday;
October 21. Please submit your fiction, poetry, whatever, to Student Press, Room 153, Memorial Union,
by that date.
SAILING CLUB: Meeting, Monday, September 26, Hanover Room, Memorial Union,7:00 p.m.
STUDENTS FOR Ri:-;CYCLING: Meeting, Monday,
September 26, Grafton Room, Memorial Union, 7:30
p.m. New Members welcome.
S.A.N .E.: Society Against Nuc!ear Energy will hold
weekly meetings every Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m . in
the Memorial Union, Room 320.
ALP_HA Z'ETA: Organizational meeting to discuss upcommg events. Tuesday, September 27 Carroll Room
'
'
Memorial Union, 7p.m.
UNH WOMEN'S CENTER: Business meeting, Monday.
September 26, Women's Center Meeting Hall, 1 Incinerator Road, 7:30 p.m . Open to all.

Continued tram page·3

place for student organizations io
hold meetings. ·
Onore added he felt paying
Bean on a percentage of beer
sales was "inappropriate" for an
educational institution.
''To have somebody paid according to how drunk the audience gets is unac_c eptable," he
said. "We wanted to discuss these
points with Bean."
Onore further explained committee negotiations with Bean in
a letter to the editor in today's
issue of The New Hampshire.
Bean, who is no~ ~~rking at

private parties and claims he is
. "not hurting for things to do,"
said the whole problem was clear
to him.
"I was not asking for any more
nights or any higher salary," he
said. "I wanted to continue with
the program I had done successfully for the last two years. They
didn't."
Onore saw the proble~ in a
different light.
"We (the Pub Entertainment
Committee) entered negotiations
with open minds, ready to discuss
the possibility of altering Bean's
contract to better use the MUB
and its facilities," he said. "Bean
entered with a closed mind. As
far as he was concerned everything had to stay exactly the
same. He was inflexible."

N-0-W
I WILL at 7: 15
JABBOR at 9: 15
Ends Tuesday

CLUB SPORTS
SQUASH: Meeting, Tuesday, September 27, Field House
courts, 7 p.m.
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Meeting, Tuesday, September
27, New Hampshire Hall Gymnasium, 8 p.m .

CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Juris Quaesitor: Do you have something to say about
the controversies surrounding equal opportunity , the
right to be heard , snob zoning, or the myriad of day-today issues involving your rights as a citizen ? "Juris
Quaesitor , .. UNH's legal publication needs you. If
you're interested in writing an article, a book review,
working on the staff or illustrating, contact Gaye
Wagner . Student Press , Room 153, Memorial Union,
862-2486 or 868-5137.

RUG_BY CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, September 27, Room
39, Field House, 7 p.m. Practice following meeting.
EASTERN ARTS CLUB: Organizational meeting, Monday, September 26, Conference Room, Field House,
6:30 p.m. The club will pursue Tibet Yoga , Kung Fu,
Perspectives of Movement, and the History of Exercise.
They will meet Monday, Wednesday, and Fridays from
6:30-8 :30p.m . in the Field House.

THE CLASS* -GLASS

~
u,t,,fffl,C,,,,

w

the sensational discovery

LAUREN BACALL

-

Walter Brennan

ALBERT FINNEY
SUSANNAH YORK
HUGH GRIFFITH
EDHH EVANS
EASTMANCOLOR
UN:TEO ~RT ! STS

-

•available to the
Classes of- '78, '79, '80 and '81. ,

norating -

WED. & THURS.
SEPT. 28 & 29
at9:25
at 7:00
KATHERINE HEPBURN
PG
"A LION IN WINTER"
1:00&2 :45
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the ne·w harnpshire is looking for ~n
advertising artist

ANSWERS
TO
·
COLLEGIATE

[sC6PEzpr·esDents•:-=-====~--~-=rl

.I
1
sI

I
8_

NILS
IS
NEXT
.

NILS LOFGREN

CROSSWORD

f -----------------------------;§ 1. M-e morial Union Pub

§
§

I p~:~;::::g
I

There are openings for f~ur students, one faculty member and one
staff member on the Memorial Union
Pub Programming Committee. In.terested persons may sign up in the
Student Activities Programming Office, Room 126, MUB, Monday and
Tuesday, September 26 and 27, 1977
between the hours of 8: 00 and 4: 30
p.m.

Sunday October 9
~
I,
8 p .M . .at The Field House
1·.
i T · k t $3 50 t d
t
,
.
j
§ IC e s
. -s u en
I
I
' $5.00-general
I
I
admission & at Door
.i
·I
j
I Tickets available now at
I
I
Ticket Office
_ I
=
'°""'_,-_,-_,-_,.,._,-_,,-~_,.c,o-_,-...o,-_,.,.~...,c 0

ci=i0:,,:y~...o:>.>.:>:,>.DOODC,DOO--.r_,.,._,.,._,.,..,....,

- - - - - - - - ~ - - -

~------=====--.
I
I
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FABRIC SALE .

·§

"FABRICATION" REMNANTS
and selected "FABRICATION"
panels and yard goods.
A once in a lifetime deal.

·I

The Outback

No trespassing signs

Puttillg
this
face .
in your fUture.

at 44MAINST.
Durham

I

trespassers, it will mean longer
walks for most users of the College Woods. The only legal place
to cross the tracks is the underpass
by the University fire stasimply ignore fhe No-TrespasNo trespassing
sing signs and cross the railroad ., tion.
The popular tradition of "doing
tracks wherever they wish. UniContinued frorri page 3
a train" may also die if police
versi~y classes h~ve beE:n ~~1e~a}ly strictly enforce the No-Tresspasfour major student residential crossing the railroad tracks en ·
units have been added to the masse . to get to College Woods sing signs. UNH students "do a
train" by lying close to the
for tree identification lessons.
area.''
tracks,
usually in an altered state
~or the moment, most students
If the police do crack down on
of mind, and experiencing the
sensatfon of trains rumbling past.
An inconvenience for most of
UNH community, closing of the
railroad tracks poses a serious
problem for residents of the
environmental mini-dorm Woodruff House.
Their windmill project lies directly across the tracks from the
mini-dorm. Posting of the NoTrespassing signs has restricted
their access to the windmill.
Dan Boisclair, resident of the
environmental mini-dorm and codesigner of the windmill, said,
"We put the windmill there because of its proximity to the

Folk, Blue Gross ·
And Country
Music -Nightly

COLE SLAW - HOT CORNBREAD

.ONLY $2.25

Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can
help plan your financial future with
CollegeMaster. CollegeMaster is the nation's
leader in life insurance for college seniors.
Find out about .College Master.
Call the Fidelit)· Union CollegeMaster@
Field Associate in your,. area:

CHILDREN $~.75 ·
SERVED,:BUFFET STYtE.FROM

Thomas Fox

. <_3 'tll 7 p.m.

-·~
AFTER DINNER ENJOY THE
.
HOOT
LIVE FOLK, COUNTRY, JAZZ IL BLUEGRASS

.

ON ZION'S HILL

ALL NIGH

NEW

iSEASON
_,/ OPENER

>

41:.

Macs Arei"Back !!

· And Cider Too, At...
Mathes Garrison Farm
~ •. ,
... ~- , , ~~

2 mi. down Durham Point Road
.
on Langley Road.
-Tues.-Sun 9-6
868-2350

dorm. It ·wac tho only fcaoiblc

place th_at we could work out
with the University."
Boisclair said that nobody foresaw any problems with the railroad company last year when
· they were planning the windmill
site. "Now, instead of 100 yards,
we'll have to carry heavy equipment all the way down to the
fire station underpass and
double back on the other sjde of
the tracks, a distance o( more
than a mile."
Members of the mini-dorm met
this week with Captain Gary
Slade of the B & M Corp. to seek
permission to cross the tracks.
Slade said that the B & M Corp.
would not grant the mini-dorm
residents permission for · continual crossings because the railroad company would be liable for
accidents on the tracks.
"We can authorize a one-shot
crossing for the initial installation of windmill blades, but that's
it," Slade said.
Boisclair said that this limited
perm1ss10n
is
insufficient.
"There are experiments that
must be carried out on a daily
basis for a year to determine
the windmill's efficiency. This
new trespassing regulation is
extremely limiting."

Durham

Bike

-·

The Book Loft
upstairs at

To-wn & G:ainpus

10-3 MUB LOBB
A deposit of $3.00
is all that is required
Balance not due until
rings are delivered
( 64J weeks).
SPONSORED BY
SENIOR KEY HONOR SOCIETY

Our hardcoverJ1ooks
(adult and children's)
are discounted 20:per cent.
Sorry, but this discount
does not apply to t~xt books
and most special orders.
Come in-and browse. '
64 main street duxham·.868-9661
mon.-sat. 9-6 sun.:11-5

Jenkins Court
868-5634

SPECIALS
Wolbcr
Strada
IRC

89.90
87.,50

Roadlitc tires

IRC
84.00
II. Pressure
Blackbum
821
Rucks
Used
~130
Peugeot
Used
Charles Roberts
Used
860.
Schwinn 3 spd.
white
~.98
ca1was backbags
ACS
.
83.49
, 430Trucks
Elbow & Knee Pads
Frisbee
~.98
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IHAD
CANCER

BOOK SALE

AND

ILIVED.
to your friends

cookbooks
nature titles
trivia & artists
illustrated in gorgeous color

hack hollle

Great Gifts

I

Our tables are overflowing
with this new shipment.

§

Marveµa Bayh
American I .
Cancer Society.

t

Business. Science. Engineering.

·This semester is the right time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you're doing.

s5995*
SR-51-11

TheMBAM

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.

Business calculator

Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
. of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to _
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-II. Stepby-step iflustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.
,-~---,-..,,_~.:..,.,~,...,.........,..
.,, 1

A business major's dream machine.
If you're building a career in business, the MBA •
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business p_roblems at the touch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calculation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12 ~
different ?ash flo.;_,s ! It also offers proTJ
grammability- up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.

• Sugg••sled 1·etail pri(·t•.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
:.c i1977 Texas Instruments Incorporated

INCORPORATED

45530
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DRAC to study dormitory build-ups

You can't
save the
whole world~
but maybe
.just a
1m1e piece.
Progress comes in
inches. But even inches add
up. A few lives here. A few
lives there. And what the
Peace Corps will do for your
life is more than we can ever
till you. Call the Peace Corps.
And maybe you can he1p get
the world back together, a
piece at a time. The Peace
Corps is alive and well.
Call toll free:
• soo-424-8!;~0

Peace
corps

By Paul Keegan
The Student Government's Din- · the number has shrunk from the
ing and Residence Committee original 350.
This is a far greater number
(DRAC) is investigating the reasons for on~ampus build-ups, ac- than last year when the build-ups
cording to chairperson Ewa Cel- were dissipated after the first
three weeks, -according to Robilichowski.
·
The committee met Monday lard. .
Celichowski said the original
and decided that an investigation
would be in order because of the projection made by the Office of
large number of students forced Residential Life • and the Admisto live three to a double room sions Office was that _ l,POO fresh-men would require on~campus
and as many as six to a lounge.
_
The committee plans to find out housing.
However, over 1,970 freshmen 1
"why there are so many bodies
in build-ups and how to avoid applied for housing, according to
this problem in the future," ac- · Celichowski, leaving an excess of
cording to Celichowski.
more than 170.
That figure, added to the 100
Mark Robillard, University
housing co-ordinator, says there freshmen requiring build-ups and
are an estimated, . • 250 students a number of cancellations,
still living in build-ups, although no-shows· and withdrawals that the

.

Residential Life Office cii<:! .not
count on, brought -_thenum~yto
350.
.
"I think there are a couple of
reasons for the large number
of build-ups," said Robillard. "Ong
is that more freshmen want to
live on-campus than before, and
it looks like more in-state freshmen are coming from the middle
parts of the state.
••instead of a large number of
freshmen coming from the seacoast area, a big percentage are
from more distant cities like
Nashua, Salem, and Manchester,
so they require on-campus housing," he.-_ said.
One explanation that Celichow-.
ski offered was that "something
in the system was i inaccurate,

the exact nature of which is the
goal of the investigating committee,
She said more will be known
when the Admissions Office releases their enrollment information, Which will not happen until
about mid-October.
The committee should be ready
to release the results of their investigation by the third :Veek of
October, Celichowski said. DRAC
will then advise the Student Caucus and the Office of Residential
, Life of their findings, she said.
"'>
· However, the build-up problem
will continue. Robillard . estimates that there will be about
50 freshmen still living in buildups by second semester.

_..,..,.,

ACADEMIC

• _1'"4;,.

~ )}__

RESEARCH

\

ALL SUBJECTS

Sept 23-27

Fast, professional , and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

6:30 & 8:50

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IOAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
1213) 477-8474

~

$1.R.TS• ~Ur'it-,cx,,-rLu-ay, --1'14.AM!.I

CQ.q,Ts •

.slW:h.:, itut-~, ;!Ar

a £)
~

40.s[)~E:5

'to.P.'.5 .. 6iflr: + velvet
US£D PUiZl'/JTUR£

~l\l'\ol,, tJf:J&- i9kl -th1,g:s;1e

Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.

6:30 & 8:50

Sorcerer

[i I

------------E
- I

Please rush my catalog.

. I Enclosed is $1.

(

I
I Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

· : Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Remake of the French
Classic ''Wages of Fear.''

._
L state _ _ _ Zip

-SPEEDREADING
LEARN THE TRUE CONCEPT
OF SPEEDREADING
A Graduate of THE AMERICAN SPEEDREADING ACADEMY, David
Fuller, now attending St. Anselm's College reads at 61,800 words per minute.
David says, ''More people should become aware of this valuable opportunity
available to them. It will be a priceless asset for all in their days to come."
David has read RICH MAN, POOR MAN, 666 pages in 20 minutes.
Come in and meet Miss Helen Chen, graduate of THE AMERICAN SPEEDREADING ACADEMY, now attending University Of New Hampshire, who
will demonstrate her Speedreading ability and offer information pertaining
to the course.

MONDAY & WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER.26 & 28
3 P.M. &7 P.M.

ATO -HOUSE, DURHAM, N.H.
AMERICAN SPEEDREADtNG ACADEMY

I

'-1
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Student health fee
deadline extended
Health Fee
Continued from page 3
amount of money by subscribing
to the $34 insurance plan.
All full-time UNH students may
opt for the voluntary health fee
and insurance policy. Intercollegiate athletes do not have
it is mandatory.
Anyone planning to participate
in intercollegiate athletics this
year must pay the health fee and
have the proper insurance by
order of the athletic department.
Students who do not will not be
allowed to compete.
One reason given by students
for not subscribing to the health
fee is that they feel Hood House
does not provide sufficient

health - care. Howarth said this
kind of reasoning is a "Catch 22."
Howarth said, " If you don't
put the money into Hood House
(in the form of the health fee);
you won't be able to get as much
out of it."
In the future , students will be
asked to complete an evaluation
form rating the care they received after a visit to Hood
House.
"The Hood House staff can't
change what students are dissatisfied with unless the students
tell them," Regan said. "We're
in business to serve the students
and if they don't come here than
we (Hood House) shouldn't be
here."

Audiophile Studio

.... at the library (Dennis Gi@ere photo)

Annual Barn Sale

On Sept. 30. Oct. 1st and 2nd
We will feature unbelievably law prices on all in stock
Components featuring:
Marantz
Scott
Jennings Research
Technics
BIC

Pickering
Audio Technica
Advance
Superscope
Pioneer
And much more ...

[Rain Checks will be issued in most cases]

DOOR PRIZE!
Marantz 6100
turntable w /
Pickering XV-15400E
cartridge
FREE HOT DOGS & PUNCH
full service dept
aut0motive installations

AUDIOPHILE STUDIOS
122 Lafayette Rd North Hampton NH
964-5661

S.V.T.O.
is offering a two-credit course
in Small video format,
starting Sept. 27 in room 110
MUB at 5 p.m. If attendance
not possible, please use signup sheet on door 110.
-STUDENT VIDEO TAPE
ORGANIZATION

we need certain college majors
to become Air Force lieutenants.

WORLD FAMOUS HYPNOTIST
EDWIN L. BARON
Will appear Tuesday, September 27th at 8:00
p.m. in the Strafford Room of the M.U.B. This is a
M.U.S.O. presentation and admission is FREE.

Mechanical and civil engineering
pay tuition, textbooks, lab fees,
majors . . .
aerospace
and
and $100 tax-free dollars a
aeronautical engineering majors
month. The Air Force ROTC
. . . electronics . . . computer
program leads to an Air Force
-' science ... mathematics majors.
commission, an excellent starting
· The Air Force is looking for young
salary, ·challenging work (with
men and women with academic
some of the finest equipment In
majors such as these. If you're
the wor:ld), promotions. responmajoring in one of these areas,
sibility, graduate education and
you may be eligible for either the
much more.
two-year or · the four-year Air · Find out today about an Air Force
Force ROTC program. And to
ROTC scholarship. It's a great
. help with the college bills, two,
way to serve your country and to
. three, and four-year scholarships
help pay for your college e ~ucaare available. These scholarships
tion.

Contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies
in the ROTC Building. Phone 862-1480

Air Force ROTC-Gateway to a Great Way of Life
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editorial-.....----A healthy investment
The deadline for students to purchase the $10
voluntary health fee and student insurance health
plan. has been extended to Sept. 30. The extension, like the new health plan, is a good idea.·
David Regan, assistant director of Health Services at Hood House, has gone to great lengths to
explain to students the specific benefits and differences between the health fee and students in~urance. He gathered insurance and health officials together yesterday in an attempt to explain
what student health insurance is all about because

he felt many students needed the education.
The new student health plan is a good idea. For
most students, confusion reigns when Blue CrossBlue Shield, parents' plans and student insurance
get mentioned in the same argument. But the
simplest solution is to pay the · $10 fee to Hood
House to guarantee hee coverage and examine the
benefits of student insurance.
Regan pointed out that one visit to Hood House
without health coverage could easily cost more
than the fee itself. A simple visit to~ Hood House

nurse is $4. And that is just for the visit.
Many students do not have a lot of confidence in
the services provided by Hood House . But after
all, much of the treatment at Hood House , is
minor in nature . Most times, however, it is
necessary.
For students who have any doubts . about insurance and health coverage, take the two plans.
At least take the time to find out about them.
It's better, far better, than being in need of health ·
services without the proper coverage.

Show them you
This is Parents' Weekend, and would be appropriate if we students went out of our ways to
show the folks the best time possible.
Parents · Weekend comes around only once a
year. Granted, there isn't an overabundance of interesting things to do, but a football game,
the ballet, a couple of meals and a little conversation would make the trip to ou;ham all worthwhile for most parents.
There are some students who pay their own
way through UNH, and who have little to do with
their parents. For them, this weekend is nothing

but another break between classes.
-

But for the majority, it's the parents who derive
as much satisfaction watching their offspring get
through this place as the students themselves.
These are the parents for whom the weekend was
designed.
·
And for us, as students, what's one weekend
away from the downtown watering holes, away
from the television set, a·w ay from the Friday Af- ·
tfm9on Drinking Clubs?
What the hell. Get the folks t~o tickets to the

ballet. So you don't like ballet? Suffer a little bit.
Get the folks two tickets to the UNH-West
Chester State football game for tomorrow. Sit
them down in the student sectior and let them see
for themselves what the game is all about- . After
_all, there's more to a fo·o tball game than Just standing around the track talking to the people who
walk by.
A weekend with thP narents may mean a
thorough cleaning job is in order for the dorm or
the apartment, but after alL our parents- are the
ones to whom we owe just a~out everything.

letters~--acceptance of sexuality as an integral
part of healthy human development.
There are several aspects to
this effort:
·
The outreach program which offers
information on health issues and
perspectives on human relations to
To the Editor:
The Human Sexuality Center's main campus-wide and in-dorm audiences ;
The information and counseling
purpose is providing information
about issues in sexuality and offerin~. services· in Hood House, Room 203,
stuaents opportunities to discuss and open to students--individuals and
gain new perspectives on what sex- couples-- with simple and not so simuality means in their lives. The . cen- ple questions;
A browsing library of books and
ler was originated five years ago
by David Bianco, director of Residen- journals available for research and
lial life, and by Kathy Gray and personal information ;
Weekly rap groups giving students
Karen Bovino, graduate students in
an opportunity to practice comcounseling.
The original, and continuing goal - munication about sexual issues .
Students--graduate and undergradof the center is sexual conciousness
raising designed to encourage the uate-- are involved in leading discus-
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sions and planning programs to help
people come to a- better underst~nding
and acceptance . of their sexuality.
A training program is provided which
focuses on personal and interpersonal .
skills, provides sex information, and
fosters ~elf-awareness and development of communication skills.
The Human Sexuality Center is
biased toward views that honest
communication is better. and that
human beings feel more fully alive
r,vhen their needs for warmth, inti'11acy and the positive regard of
others are met. The quality of the
connections we make with other
people, the expectations we have for ·
ourselves and the assumptions people
make about us on the basis of , our
sex are vital to our well being.
The endless·jokes about sex and the
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To the ~ctitor:
While the Coordinating Com111ittee
for Media Images appreciates The
New Hampshire's attention to our Oct.
4-6 symposium. some data in Nanf'.v
Rigazio's article needs clarification:
--A committee gf campus women is
planning the program : Ann Dubois,
Anita Durel, Barbara Eckman, Marie
Glynn, Libby Grimm, Linda Osgood,
Barbara White , and me. We are not
" journalists. "

Blood

Sports Editor
Arts Editor
Photo Editor

Win Helfrich

Media

--Shana Alexander 's Oct. 4 lecture is
co-sponsored by the Saul O Sidore
Lecture Series. Other symposium
sponsors are: the UNH Fund, Undesignated Gifts Committee ; the UNH
President's Commission on the Status
of Women ; MUSO ; and the Office of
Residential Life.
To the Edi tor :
--Journalists Laura Shapiro· and
To all our friends :
As the time approaches for our Karen Lindsey will participate in a
first blood drive of the University panel discussion Oct. 5, but will not
vear we arP wnrking verv hard to stay overnight in Huddleston. Jean
Kilbourne, a media consultant premake it the place to be on
Monday , Sept. 26 through Thursday. senting a slide show on women's
Sept. 29- 10 a.m. to 3 p.m . at the images in advertising , Oct. 6, will
Mub. we will prove this to you, as stay overnight.
--Although I'm as guilty of speaking
,you receive a great big "Welcome to
Wildcat country " from your Red nonsense as the next fool, I did not
say " the program will concentrate on
Cross friends.
·
Since fellowsh ip is very important the impact of the way women think
to our program, we are asking a of themselves because of the media ... ' '
very special favor of you. We ask I did say it would concentrate on the
you freshmen who are planning to impact of mass media on the way
become a part of this UNH tradition , women think of themselves.
to bring a friend al~ng to see us .
The program will also feature local
We ask -you old faithfuls to introduce
radio announcers, Boston televisicm
us to a newcomer on campus; who personalities and filmmaker Margaret
Lazarus, who made " Rape Culture"
better can tell our story than you
and "Taking Our Bodies Back."
ho know it so well!
The workshops will be moderated by
With your concern, we can "kick
campus faculty and staff and held in
ff" with a beautiful beginning and
the MUB. The public is invited . We
ake this the best year yet! See you
t Wildcat Country and let 's make hope you'll all'attend.
'him' ' really roar!
Fran Schmidt
Jarry Stearns
Project Director
Your Durham Red Cross Blood Drive
Media Images : Focus on Women

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
News Editors

Production-1\ssociate

plethora of information on how to
look "cool" and appear as though you
are "with it" generally don't deal
with the dimensions of caring relationships. Since there are no easy answers _
in the area of human relations, each
person has to decide for herself or
himself what is important and what is
worth working toward.
The center is open Monday throughThursday . Students may drop in in
Hood House, Room 203 or call 2-1987
for an appointment or further information.
Anne Dubois
Health Educator

Tom Asacker
Majorie Fedeli
Valerie Heine ·
Sally Easter
Jeanette Engle
Sue Everitt
Caren Feldstein
Laura McLean
Joan Paye
Shelly Praded
Becky Thompsor
Sue Wessels

About Letters
The New Hampshi r e accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them

as space allows. but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter.
All lett_e rs must be typed . double spaced and a maximum of. 500 W()rds in order
to be printed. All letters are subject ·lo minor editing . Final decisions on It.,
ters are the editor 's.
·
Mail letters to : The Editor. The New Hampshire. Room 151. Memorial Union
Building. UNH. Durham. N H. 03824
-

Robert Spear
Eileen McGrath
J
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also should be mentioned that Mr.
Bean played all Wednesday and Sunday nights, as well as major holidays
and special events, in the Pub. This
resulted in over 25 per cent of the
evenings the Pub was open.
Mr . Bean was asked to meet with me
to discuss these points by July 15. It
To the Editor :
The build-up problem on campus is should be stressed that at that time, all
another example of the University - parties concerned were desirous of
saying, ''Bend over students , here it Mr. Bean 's continuing his re1ationship
comes." It's the wonder of our day with the Pub and felt the above menthat 275 students can wind up living tioned details could be negotiated.
Mr. Bean appeared in late July and
in shabby rooms, and payipg to do so.
Director of Residential Life David could not discuss these questions. I
Bianco must thank the good Lord was informed by Mr. Bean that he had
nightly tor student apathy and their numerous lucrative offers from local
commercial establishments and radio
mental constipation.
Local landlords must give praise stations. Mr. Bean was asked his
hourly for the University and especial- feelings on these matters and he flatly
ly Mr. Bianco for creating skyrocket- stated he would not, under any ciring demand for off-campus housing cumstances, consider discussing or
while supply remains constant. That's changing his nights, his percentage
right folks , you guessed it , the price method of payment, or his semesterlong contract. He was asked to recongoes out of sight.
sider and be in contact with the ComYossarian was right.
Ron Crowley mittee in the very near future.
The Pub Activities Committee, with
less than a month left to the opening of
school, was apprehensive about Mr.
Bean's response to these questions . .
The
response
never
came,
negotiations _ became nonexistant,
and the Activities Committee

Build-ups

Benn
To the Editor :
Due to Rick Bean's absence from
the MUB Pub and the attendant press,
it is important to explain the sequence
of events leading to the present
situation.
Students on the Pub Activities
Committee met in late sprinl?: to bel!in
work on the fall schedule. At that time
the- · Committee was in favor · of
retaining Mr. Bean 's services .
However, the Committee felt that Mr.
Bean's program was in need of review
in some · areas. Most notably, these
areas were: the method of payment,
the semester-long contract the Pub
had with Mr. Bean, and the Qights Mr.
Bean was in the Pub. These were.and
are, valid questions.
The Cormnittee felt that the noise
level of Mr. Bean's Wednesday night
program conflicted with student
organizations and meetings in the
Memorial Union. Mr . Bean 's
semester-long contract from the prior
year called for payment to be made to
Mr. Bean based on 10 per cent of beer
sales, resulting in an average of $100$125 per evening. This was felt to be an
unappropriate method of payment. It

proooodoct to fill tho oalondar.

Rick Bean was not fired by the Activities
Committee,
the
Pub
management, or the Memorial Union
Administration.
The Pub Activities Committee spent
much time over the summer, and in
recent weeks, to provide diversified
attractions in the Pub. I have acted as
their advisor and feel they have shown
sensitivity to this issue, as well as their
other responsibilities . It is hoped that
you will continue to support the Pub
with your interest, attendance and
ideas .

<..

~J"."J.:IOOC)Cr.,,C0--~00000000000000~~~~...o--.r.-o--.,;,-~..,o,o,,-"'1

.

JeffOnore
Assistant Director
Student Activities

Crossword
To the Editor :
Thanks for running the crossword
again. It's good to see that Peter
Maisonpoerre's letter on Tuesday got
some action . Keep the crosswords
coming.
Tom Solone

I
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§·

All reporters!

·

staff meeting
on Sunday Sept. 25

.

-§

I§

I
§I

I

at 6:00 p.m.

§

~~~
the

·NOTICE: The last day to opt for pass-fail is Friday,
September 23. The following stipulations apply to ALL
students:

COMMUTER
COU-NCIL

I. A. The pass/fail option may be used·for a maximum of 16
credits during the student's matriculation.

B. The pass/fail option may-be used-for a maximum of 4
credits per semester.
II. A. The student may opt for or drop the pass/fail grading

option ONLY:
1. during the regular pre-registration period or before the

IS BACK

end of the add period and
2. with the written approval of the student's advisor

III. A. The minimum passing grade requirement for a pass/fail
optioned course be set at D-( .67). Any grade below-Dwill be registered as a fail.
B. The course grade of a pass/fail course will not be calculated into the grade point average of the student, but the .
pass or the fail will be recorded on the student's transcripts. In the event of a pass, the student will receive the
course credits (credit hours) towards degree requirements.
:IV. The undergraduate student may elect this option without
permission or knowledge of the faculty member (course
instructor), who shall remain unaware of the student's
status. In the case that pass/fail enrollment is 10 per cent or
more of a given class, the professor shall be informed of the ·
percentage.
V. The pass/fail option may NOT be used for the following:
A. Major requirements.
B. Courses fulfilling any optional minor requirements.
C. English 401
D. To.repeat a course previously taken.
E. Group I and Group II requirements.
VI. Effective September 1977.

/

:

Proposals under discussion include:

~

i

students tenant union

I

'

Note: Pass/fail may not be elected for those courses used tff
fulfill the language requirement of the B.A., the B.F.A., or the
B.M:
degree.
(This
is
not
a
Senate
rule.)
,

Off-Campus Housing Advisory Board
.C ooperative housing
.Parking & Traffic policy
Survival Library for Commuter Students
Organizational meeting Wed., Sept. 28
in Grafton Room (317) top floor of MUB
Interested Commuter Students are encouraged to -attend

,

(Transfer Students especially welcome)
For further information contact
Student Government Room 129 MUB
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Victims of violence
Task Force
Continued from page 2
" The family is a real scene ot
violence," she continues. " Families are really into violence.
Statistically, you 're safer on the
streets . One out of four homicides
is one spouse killing another.
" It's about even which kills the
other," she says. "The woman,
by virtue of size, is usually on the
shit-end of the stick, and eventually she might end up with a
gun."
The task force has submitted a
proposal for two staff positions

at their prospective shelter. They
have requested $20,000 in federal
funding under the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act ( CET A), for program expenses.
Driscoll s(lys this amount depends on how they get a house.
"If we get a house donated, then
we'll only need money for staffing, " she says.
The_ task force is having a
benefit Monday night to raise
funds. The Seacoast Jazz Players
will be performing at the Stone

Church in Newmarket, to raise
money for a shelter.
What the task force is looking
for is "a place to house a lot of
people," says Davis. "Battered·
women with children are in the
biggest bind," she says. The shelter would welcome childless
women as well.
She says, "Usually these places
are wall-to-wall mattresses.
Women start coming within the
hour they're opened. A transition
house i_n Boston was full the day
before 1t was to officially open. "
According to task force member Kat~y Driscoll, the figures in
~tr~us~ _study are not the only
md1cat10n of the need for a shelter. She works in the Raymund
office of the Manchester-based
Community Action Program.
"We get at least one call a week

from women who are battered or bers. Member Kate Lincoln noted
who fear being battered," she an old Irish law, still on the
says. "The calls I've gotten are books, which allo\ts wife beating .
from a whole range of economic with a stick as long as it is "no
backgrounds." She describes a bigger around than your thumb.''
woman who "had no (driver's)
Ifot last week the issue sudlicense, didn't live in town, and . denly became public when the
was afraid her husband would New Hampshire Commission on
come back and beat her."
the Status of Women made state"A lot of the time, women are ments equating 'fife beating with
accused of being sick for staying feminism. Some of the commisat a shelter," Davis says. "But a sioners said the women's movereal special thing happens when · ment "aggravates," or causes
you have a house. Within two or wife abuse. Davis says she originthree days they are already able ally found this statement "preposterous," but some of the task
to help o!her women.''
force members are not too upset.
Though wife abuse has oc"As long as I can keep working
curred for centuries, it has ,only,
recently become a matter of pub- on this project, it can't hurt,"
lic attention. "The question never says Montore. "I'm just glad to
came up. It was always okay to be spending my energy in a more
beat your wife," say the mem- positive way. "

FALL SPECIAL
TRAIL RIDES .

buy a

$5.00 Monday-Sunday
By Reserv!ltion

subscrihtion
to

,

ALSO -

. group & individual lessons
.boarding
training
.facility rental
.indoor/outdoor arenas

the

GREEN ACRES.
STABLES 742-3377

Film Society
Presents

new hampshire

"In Cold -Blood"
starring.

RESEARCH

Robert "Barretta" Blake

Assistance

ALL SUBJECTS
Choose from our library of 7,000 topics.
All papers have been prepared by our
staff of professional writers to insure
excellence.
Send $1.00 (air mail
postage) for the current edition of our
mail order catalog .

Sunday Sept. 25
Strafford Rm.

jI EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEMS
P.O . Box 25916-E,

7:00 & 9:30

S. 75 or Season Pass

I
We also provide original
research -- all fields.
Thesis and dissertation
assistance also available.

I

I
I

Los Angeles , Calif. 90025

II Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I Address---------- I
.
1

City____________

1
1

I State ____ Z i p - - - - - - I

~--------~'---------------~J

--------classified a d s - - - - - - - for sale
l\-1otorcycle; '75 Kawasaki 250 Street/Dirt
hik e boug ht new in summer of '76 Exce ll l'n_t condition used onl y -1 months: $600
call~~~ll-2R~ 9/2,
19tb
wF .'1 vea r- old enl!ine front
.wheel d1T,,'-don t need s now tires. M1chehns. see (;ary a t Durham E xxon -or

.:> .

rn
I_I W
'e~a ,:!t·V78 eyps 9'f]
197.l ~on 1acen ura 1-fpnn , good running

cond1t1~>n. A / C, jus t inspected and tuned
$1150. (;;di 744-llfi7:l f>VPninP<: 4 /?.7

UU.

:SKIS : KASTLE CPM TI 207 CM .EXC. COND .
$80 FISCHER SUPERGLASS NEW FINISH
$50 STEIN ERIKSEN BRAND NEW $40
ALL 3, PLUS POLES , $150 9/ 27_ _ _ _
For Sale : 1965 VW Bug. Throw rod in engine
Good parts car $50 Two VW studded snowtires, used , season , good shape $25 . Call
Joseph Freda 868-7218 7/ 23

1974 MGB . 4 new radials. 2 new batteries.
AM-FM radio . Maroon exterior . 33,000 miles.
Excellent Condition Asking $3500. Call 934~,~~ after 5:30 wkdays . Anytime wkends .

For Sale: Ladies ' leather jacket. Small
Light Brown , Excellent condition -looks new .
Asking $50 . Call 862-1607 or 868-9882 and
ask for Lisa , Rm . 11. 9/ 30

For Sale : Dbl. size mattress , firm support
2 yrs. old, very fine condition. $35.00 call
Vicki, 742-7695 9/23

Four Poster Antiques 68 Fourth St. Dover
742-8104 Antiques , coilectabies , used furniture, beds, bureaus , bookcases etc . Open
most days oy chance or by appt. 9/30

69 Volvo, good running condition. currently
insrscted, model 142 - 2 door, 700 or best offer
cal "!.'iza at 868-9628 Leave message. 9/30

DATSUN 240-Z for sale . 1971, excellent running condition, clean interior radial tires
brown-newly painted . Must s'ell . CAROLE
749-9740 10/ 4

R.AQUET STRINGING and GRIPS:Tennis ,
Raquetball, and Squash raquets . $2.00-$3.00
off on Tournament Nylon Forest Hills, Blue
Star, Head Nylon . Raisea1 and Smooth Grips
Ken Brewer Lord 210 2-163410/4
1975 Kawasaki OHC 400 Excellent condition,
added sissy bar and lufigage rack. $795
t~of ~y ATO or ca Tom Lauder at
2 3
12

~t1

pre-paid class ad form
TO READ AS FOLLOWS: ._
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - -

· Britannica Three Encyclopedia. The Defini. tive E~cyclqpedia . Good condition $500. The
original price was over $700.00. 207-683"".:"2885,
or write Chris Kushner, Box 175, Harmony,
Maine 04942, I'll deliver. 10/4
For Sale: Brass Bed. Double irame onlv
$125 Apartment size Washer and_ Dry_er both
~e~~~fggs1}Jf $150. 868-2174 before 9 a.m.

MU ST Bl-.: PREPAID

J,'"JRST INSERTION: $1.00 for 30 words or le~; S.50 for each 1!> words extra.
EA6H CQNSl:~:t:TIVE INSER·rtON: $.25.

Maximim number of run~: 6.

Telephone- numbets and dates ~ount .as one word: hyphenated words count as two.
Mistakes on our part merit one additional run.
Amt.. end. :

TORU!\i

TIMES.

Make checlrtp_-yabfe to: '11w New Hampshire, Rm. 1~1, Mffltorial Union.

•· or . ~di~ : 1969 Comet, ticyl. Standard,
U-Jomts , Ball Joints, Shocks Muffler
Brakes all new in '76. Inspected June 77'
$4:'iC Call 868-2725 q ''23
.
Casse_tt!:t · decks. Musical component stereo
systems. Our :ecoi:nme_nded .' systems are
on demonstration. B.r1wr_vour.recor,lf; and
check them out. Low prices Durham Audio
469, Durham. 868-5631 6:30-8:00 p.m .

ro/~

For Sale : Honda 400 Four Super Sport
3500 miles. Excellent Cond. Askmg $900 or
B.O. CaJIDariOs868-9896or2-1142 Rm 710
9/ 27 .
.
.
.
For Sale: 69 Plymouth Valiant. Six cylinder. 69J100 original miles . new Batterv
st~rter motor, carb. tie rods and shocks
Mmor rust. Asking $700. Buying new car
Call 742-2497 9/23
.

for

3-4 cu. ft. Refrigerator
rent. $25 per
semester. Call Bruce at 868-7163. 10/4

1972 FORD PINTO SEDAN AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION $695 CALL 474-9293 AFTER 6P.M.( CAR LOCATED IN DURHAM)

c;,

Buying stereo components? Try to deal with
someone in Durham with low prices and systems to demonstrate. Like us. Durham Aud469, Durham. 868-5631 6:30-8:00 p.m .

S)\LE : 69 P1ymoufh Valiant 6
automatic. In good condition $395'. - Call
692-281810/4

Box Horse Stalls for rent. Durham location
with pasture and trails very reasonable
call 868-5357 evenings 9/30

m;JNDA 550 1974 - Excellent Condition Low
)\11leage, Well Maintained, Many Extras-mcluding luggage rack, crash bars padded
backresf. Dunlop K-81 's. Must be driven to
be appreciated $12 hundred or best offerGeorge Villanyi Stillings Box No. 13!!6 9/27 ·

iii~ox
PLEASE PRINT

1',or Sale Down Sleeping Bag. EMS Sebago'
Large $85.00 or Best offer . Call 868-9739
or stop by Rm . 239 S. Congreve. 9/ 27

For Sale:_ 1971 Toyota. Corolla, 32 mpg.,
60,000 miles, gd. cond1hon. Asking $1075
Call 868-9738 or 964-5091 Leave message
plr.clse. As'< for Lynn. 9/23
--------------19?2 _Ford Pinto Sedan Automatic transm1ss10n. $695. Call 474-9293 after 6 pm
<carlocatedinDurham> 10/4
· ·
HONDA 550 ·74 excellent cond. low mileage. Many extras including crash bars.
oadded backrest and luiU!al!e rac>k . nunluo K St's must be· ridden. $1200 or best
q!_ll}r. tstilHf/JU LTeorge m t>:$4. wn

~fljk

'72 KAW. 350 FOR SALE- FINE MACHINE
FOR SALE FOR GOOD PRICE. PRICE
NEGOTIABLE. CALL HANK 1-942-7688
after
2:00-LEAVE
MESSAGE
10/4
Refrigerator for saie. Runs. $100. 1965
FORD FAIRLANE XL 500 for sale: $150
or B.O. Ran in July/· needs battery now.
Call 664-9711 eves. 10, 4
1966 YOLVO 122S 2 dr. sedan. Looks, runs
and ndes well. Many new parts. New paint
and very little rust. 2 nearly new Miehe- ·
Jin snow tires . $675.00 will talk. Call Matthew 742-3876 or 772-4550 9/23
}950's and 60's Gentleman-Farmer's suits ,
R)JGS - RUG~. All shapes and sizes.
Priced from _$5-25. Many to choose from 1 Jackets and sl_a ckst· all in excellent, highquahty cond1l!on . o fit a 6' tall approx
Keel? your feet warm this wmter. 2nd
180 lb. man . Call after 61 742-6870. 'w111
.
Coming. ~~~Newmarket. 9/27
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Mini-dorm vacancies
•
to he filled Ill
a week
Bv Carol Sadofskv
Five vacancies in the Foreign
Language Mini-Dorm which have
existed since the start of school
will be filled within a week, according to David Bianco, director
of Residential Life.
But, instead of filling the vacancies with five students who
are living in build-ups throughout
the campus, the mini-dorm is
seeking to find students in language courses who are interested
in moving in.
If none of these students show
any interest, others living in
build-ups will be assigned to the
rooms. Bianco said this will
happen by the beginning of next
week.
There are 275 freshmen nowliving in build-ups, 80 to 100 of
whom are expected to remain
there all semester. Bianco .said
earlier in the week. The Foreign
Language mini-dorm is not accepting students outside ot its

special interest, despite. the inconvenience of the build-ups to
' those living in them and other
students in the dorms.
"The goal of· this dorm is to
continue using language skills in
everyday conversation," said Bianco. Associate ,.,Professor of
Spanish Bernadette Komonchak,
in charge of liason between · the
Spanish department and the
mini-dorm, said, "Last year,. uninterested students were assigned to live in the Foreign
Language mini-dorm and it did
not work out."
Bianco said an agreement was
made between Residential Life
officials and Foreign Language
Mini-Dorm residents to hold off
filling vacancies until language
students can be found. - _
"Faculty members have been
asked to find students in 1.:mguage courses who are interested
fn moving into the mini-dorrh,"
Bianco said.

Loneli~ess is a park bench ... sometimes (Dennis Giguere photo)

TM

·MERl(AN HIKERS

Full grain, chromed
tan leather

INSIDE

Moulded reinforced quarters
One piece upper
construction

Fully leather lined
Wrapped padded vee collar
Foam padding for comfort
Hinged extended padded
tongue

SOLE
3 Ribbed tempered
steel shank
Goodyear Welt Construction

Flap overlay
D-rings for strength and

Leather mid sole
Vibram ' Sole

speed

Double riveted cinch hooks
at stress points
Designed for strength,
comfor1 and protection

AS ALWAYS DISCOUNT PRICES
WHY PAY MORE?

RED'S

\JS

fi\~~HOE

BARN

35BROADWAY,DOVER
OPEN MON-FRI 9:30-9
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:S:..:a~t9_-5_:3_0_ _ _ _ _ ____,

One of the hawkers displays her wares.
(Dennis Giguere photo)

---------classified ads-----------

For Sale:
Mattresses and reclining
chair. 4 mattresses, $15 to $30 each
Chair - name your price. Bob 692-5927
<Somersworth) 9/27
For Sale - Hiking Boots never · worn.
Excellent Quality - padded with collar
Paid $45. Will sell for $30 or best offer.
Jim Dover -749-2120 9/20
FOR. SALE approx 85 _m_p_g_l-97_4_K_aw-a-sa- ki street bike. 90cc great for campus.
excellent condition. $250.00 tel-Roch 3326607 9/27
FOR SALE - 2 beds. Can be used as
bunks or twins. Best offer call 742-7482
9/30
For Sale: ~~-t !ess and Dresser - Both in
good shape. Call Debbie - 659-2411. 9/23

services
Watch for the opening of Durham's Newest
Hair StBinfi Sa_lon. HAIRWORKS UNpemng Oct. 3rd "'at 29 1Via{ri

~l.~?1f .,

Parties! Do them r~ht with music by
D .J. Steve Kolenda . He will be back .
from Martha's Vineyard Oct. I. For info
now call Grier at Tel. 868-7151 10/4
Two_ experienced plant science students
lookmg for part {ime jobs. Will weed.
prune, rake. plant, mow, etc. Call Dana
742-3863 or Denise 659-6375 after 5. 10/11
TYPING of theses, reports, resumes. correspondence
IBM
CORRECTING
SELECTRIC. choice of style/pitch by experienced busin_ess _teac~er /sec'retary.
Available for ed1tmg, d1ctallon. Call Diana
at University Secretarial Associates. 7424858 10/11
GUITAR INSTRUCTION - Beginning - Adv~nc_ed - Jazz, Folk, Rock, Flat Pick, FingerP1ckmg Styles, Modal Tunin_gs, Flute Lessons - Classical or Improv1sational Tone
ii;,thni~ues. Reasonable rates. Call :749-3433
TYPIN~. 65 cents per page. Caren Rm.
232 Devme. 2-1062 or 868-9703.
~NDEXING AND RESEARCH. Professional
mdexer and librarian will do indexing and
research for books, articles, theses, reasonable rates. ·Resume. references available .
Contact Diana Witt, 36 Richards Ave. Ports' mo•it.h 436-1090. 9/23
TYPING DONE IN MY HOME ACCURA'fE
AND FAST! WILL PICK UP AND DELIVER
ON PRE-ARRANGED EVENINGS OR
WEEKEND - CALL DORIS PIERCE 9428565 ANY EVENING AFTER 6 IF fNTERESTED. 9/23

PERSONAL ART WORK done professionally at reasonable prices . Greal for birthday and Christmas presents. Call Sue at
862-J386 . 9/27

for rent

ATTRACT AND HOLD
YOUR DREAM LOVER
SECRETS OF AN ASTROLOGER. Send his/
her date of birth Specify male/female and
$1.00 to AQUARIUS. PO Box H. Monroe. MI
481619/23
WANTED: 1-3 SKlEHS TO ASPE~1 VAIL.
SNOWMASS, STEAMBOAT. FLY AND

For Rent :~Male or female wanted, to share
2 bedroom furnished apartment in New~~~§ i1l~iRI~dttfR~J~~~;?~tif
market. 'i $21 O per month includes heat.
CIA
FRAT.
2-1304
868-9609
9/2:l
Electricity extra. Next to Kari-van stop.
pave §59-5421 9/23
·
TO LEASE: One room in three room apartmem wt K1tcnen & oatnroom. 1:teasonaoJe
_rent. <_;ontact_ Pip. Jean or Jane, apt. 9
Looking for person ior a newly esiabiisned
25 Mam St. m Durham - · ( next to Folk
. restaurant in Hochester. N.H. to paint seaArt Emporium. l 9/30
cap~ or nautical designs on new interior
1>~!<\l\;J:;or more info call :l:12-1770 or :l:l2-

wanted

Wanted-De~ndable ride or riders-DerryUNH, M-W-F morning. Call Karen 434-0652.
9/23
Workstudy student needs ride from Children ·s Workshop <I ml. West of Lee Traffic
. CirclPCh!isHetzel around 12. Mon. -Fri. Co_nlact: viii"' ....,,,.Cl 208. 2-1611: 86~9792 9/2:l

WANTi<;lJ: ~itg1ble Work Study Student to
work lS hours a week. evenings. as watchman at the Jackson Estuarine Laboratory.
Must have own transportation. Contact Mr.
Burnett. 862-2175. 9/27 ·
Babysitter. Housekeeper wanted in exchange for free room & hoard. One child
<one year old). Call before 4 P.M. 4:11-8914 .
9/27
Wanted/ Chef. Temporary position to last
until mid-Oct_ 5 day/week. 2 meals/day. For

WANTED: Any information leading to the
whereabouts of my EBINA CB radio. Delta
tune knob is broken off. REW ARD'. Call
749-4071 9/23

~~~r:;

DESPERATELY NEEDED: Indoor storage '
for my 1939 oldsmobile. Anywhere in or
around Durham. Garage preferred. Call
862-2402. Ask for Bill Rm 430. 10/4

S:fl[LM ·

WANTED: portable typewriter in good condition -$25 or under CALL 742-0727 after 7:30
9/23
Part-Time ~ob As a counselor for teen-age
boys & girls ma group home setting_ 16 hrs _ _
a week (mostly weeke~dsl $2.75 per hour. ·

~o~t~~e J~,gi!;o~~~ ~~ri-~tu~ig~f
Webster House 135 _ Webster Street, ManchestPr, N.H. 622-8013 9/27
0

Wt~~

English as a Second Language teacher seeks
students for private and sma1I group lessons.
Overseas experience, M.A. in ESL. Lessens
in composition, conversation, reading,
listening comprehension. Reasonable rates.
436- nio. 9/27

inf~~:;1at~~~ cat1La~~~~h;;j Al~~;
WANTED: STUDENTS TO WORK PART
TIME AT HARBOUR SANDWICH SHOPPE
HOURS ARRANGED BETWEEN 7:00 A.M.
5 1
1~~ ~ r~tt~£~~JE~f 0~~t8~
ri~m::·~Nt~;t3Jh~~§S~N~to~1s
AWAY !<,ROM KARIVAN STOP AT DEER
ST. 10/7
'

lost
$15 reward for black and white cat named
Emerald. Lost in floral/Central Ave. area
~~-o~~;- Any information. please call 742Lost in the vicinity from Williamson Hall to
Mub Pub. Gold ladies wrist watch with
second hand. Has sentimental value. Contact
Debbie-Christensen Hall-Hm_ 50S. 962-21:l'i or
868-9834 . 9/23
LOST: Polarguard Sleepmg Bag, 2-tone
blue. ··Mountain L10n· by Snow L10n Contact Mark S1b1ha. Rm 114 Woodruff Tel
:-:umber 862-1319 9/23

LOST-One long-haired hlack male cat. with
white star on chest wearing red collar with
bells. Lost in Newmarket area. $:m reward
for recovery. Call ear)~, morning f,:1!l-21i08
10/4
lost in the vicinity from Williamson Hall to
Mub Pub. Gold ladies wrist wall:h with
second hand. Has sentimental value. Contad
Debbie-Christensen Hall-Hm_ :,OS 81,2-21:17 or
868-98:14. Thanks 9/2:l
LOST-A plastic envelope containing a student ID. Kari-_van semester pass. :l!i meal
~~:~\ck~i ~() ¾W~~ul~~~~~wirnljA~s~.ll::i~~!
Call: Rosalie Dair's 742-601S, Dover 9/27

roommates
Housematcs wanted: 4 bedrooms. porch.
- yard furrnshea, wa:-,o1er aryer. tarµcts l u1ct
residential area - near ocean - vou can ~ear
and sec it from second rl()(ir. $2<Kl plus
utilities divided by numlwr -of people. Rye
9fi4-:i40fi aft<·r s: :m 9/2:l
·Female roommate needed lo share house
with four people. Loactcd on so acres. 4'"
miles from Durham, 2 fircplatPs. $75 oo
month includes utilities and heat 81,8-!H,20
~,enjngs. 9~27
room-ma e needt>d for an unfurm;;hect twobedroom apartment. $110 pt•r month. in1
11
1
ri:~
name. number. or write Mark Dube at :114
(;reen Street. l{ollingsford. N .II: :~/27

h~~/~a i'i\

I(~~:~ _\1:if: ~ff-~~~ it \e'.: ~:!

Female roommate needed. $IOI /month. ut ii.
included. Kitchen facilities. showt•r. ,·our
own room. and 2 other aparlnwnt=rni1tes.
T'~r ~a~~\(:}? 9. Durham, Stop IJy and ask
1

personals
EASE ON "DOWN , TO BOLIIWON _
~J;~EET'" - MARDI Gl_{AS IS COI\IJ;\'.(..; 111
P.~. WogW You didn't t>xpPd ANY ot

this did you"' Hopp ~:nu·rl' as happ~· as
1 am'. Sec you soon to I ind uut '. Brat !1/ 2:1
Deep_ Throal ·_ this is thl' \'l'"lr to quit
smokmg, lose 15 pounds. irnd rob the
cradle. Go nuts'. 9/23
Mr. Manager: The Molsom; and smoke'
didn't settle too well with the wine tlw
o(her night at ACACIA. So sorry for all
the mconvenience I caused. A MOB PllB
DUB. 9/23

V1~/; ~I); ia ;.. M~'.~/;::~;~ano. 1}:~, '\\:':*- _ll'~t1::;i
-~l'l':

.Joanil'. Ost·o Sil'rrn.
··1-:adil'. kiss
IIAPl'Y sr:l'T. 2:1 Lon•.

p~~;}\~>{i!<!:'l/\-\}f ·

~;i~t 7Nf,'[.\'/1iJ~ 11 "fn JiWL l\~1~,.t< PW;d::z•·n

9 '27 Senatl' Hm. 7:00-8::IO pm and Thurs<lav. !l / 2!1 St>JJ;lt(• i{m ,:Ollplll
8::IOplll.
Alf ml'! invited. !l/ '2'i
,\STl{()I,( J{; IC,\L
l{r~t\1)1 :-.t;s:
Thn·('
par• indi\·idualized anal~·sis. ol pPrson11
~1!'.a1l'ti:; ,';;;;:'.· 1,'{;?1~'\1\~:~!r'1~ ~ \1.~'.J
act datl·. time.and plan· or birth . t'all

i':~:

8fi8-2fi'i:l. 107-l

Happ~- Birthday Chippy. You final!~· nwdl'
20 hut 1n• ill'! vou wish ,-mi Wl'rl' :lfi .
Th1•rt>·s drinking in thl' H1>ad1 ('oach ·(;8 \\ as a \'en· good ,·<'ar. Then· ·s '.\ISi'.
so 1u1 i>ooting.· lknw1i1twr tlwrt'•s no tax
11·h1•n E pquals 1\1 .- . (''' \'011·r1• qh so m.1kl'
thosl' strategil's work . \'ou·n• so lwig<•.
you hl·ast. Lon·. Southp:!w and Thl' \link .
!l / 2:1
'The top f11·1•nty idl•as 011111<' art of gl'll111g
it togl'lhl'I". pn•s1•ntl'd in Workshops. L1·1·turl's. or Tutoring. \";inous loca(ions.
For information \\Till' l'ru,il'l"t llt·~:sT.
C'l'llll•r for Self-<)rganization ;111d ,1anal!<'·
ml'nt. !lox 8-t. Durham. :\.11. o:!824. 10 4
.,;h-e P-town Dunes. Poc:kt•t Mime. almost
lhl' CIIT\IS, ... \\(' II <l<l in11cl1 mon•. hut ft>r
no-X·-Tonigh_t"~)~~mEht: !11:l:l
Tt'IT~-: an·n ·t you gla_d lo hl'ar that
Durham _soon 1,·ill han' a place for you
11
1
;0~~lwr"!
K:i°rol. i'at. Smannt'-llm,·s till' cold spaghl•ltios, all nighll•r·s·~ ;\'.ot yl't ., .lust \1·ait '.Jla\'l' a fantastic sem!'stPr . \lilll'" grPa(
and getting l>l'lter. Wad \H'l"l' tog!'lh<'r.
Tlw-lth 1andonl,1 !1/2:l
Laura happ~- 20th. (;l'I l'sydwd lor Salur1 0
_;:\\1s'..
:1~t.:?n:1t/~ll'i:( i':i1> ~~;
no tinw'' Lon• (ia11 and :\ann· !I l:l
t'ome to our ,·arr! salt•'.'. l'l;i ,111 Soror it~· :!;i l\ladhun·· Hoad. Satunl.i\· S!'ptemlwr
2-lth. 10 00:\!\1 - :l:OOP!\1. Wt•-11 ll!' s!'lling
t;1l>ll'S. rhairs. lamp,-;_ mattre,-;,-;ps_ t·urlains
and other odds and l'IH!s. !l ~:l
'.\latai ~·ay·sh gl'SIH'ni h~1 _10111 sll<'ni l>a
hokl'r ala n1dl'a nw<' ha han'r<'l'l1l slwlll'ha. Ochefchara, bt•n zona. !I 2:l
l'roj('('t lll' EST is· putt fng on (wo more
of its Workshops at (Ill' :\1'11· ~:n-gland
Cl'ntN in Durham . on l ll" 1olll'r .\ and ~
Tlw ·top twent~· idl•a,-; Oil till' art of gl'lt111g it togptlll'r· 11ill lil' presented and
disr11ssed. For inlor111al1t111 \\Till' to l'rni_iert lll lEST. Cl'n(l'r for Sl'lf-llrganization
and :\lanagenwnt. !lox ll-l. D11rha111 , :\ 11.
tl:\1124 !1 / 2:!

'_sl~ri~ct"i'L{Yttl-\\;'ti~ KS U~i:~~-N~:d

';~/<//1~1:::t~1

1 i:.
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comics

On Campu~

bv Bob Fine,:old

IHAD
CANCER

Af A FAcuLi',' M£M8Ff!.1 Z

'loN•T G £.,. A 0~ ANc.£ -ro
EflT flT 7kE JHNJNG HBU..$
%' 1 D

t.lk'E -ro TRV 1;.

.

AND
I LIVED.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau:
{JeeP 8AC/<6RaW IS

{X)CTOR, I 7HINI<
YOU'RE 8£6/NNING
10 HeDGE A&AIN.
! WOrJW YOIJ Be MORE
~

~

1He OFFIC!Al /:OSI- WHAT
1/0N 15 UNOERSrWO 70 HAPPtNS
Bt." IF YOU~ IT, IF I SAY
YOU HJPIG TO 00 IT ON IA/HER& I

C{}Mf(}f<{Af3l£ ON

~ 08£P 811CKEF/JlJNO~

YOUR

(Jl).,W IJUTHO/?JTY !
/'~

/:t~
-.c~

f)()C, fJEN/&5

YOU ALSO YE4H, /T's
f<EC,E/Ve
TRAO!TION- I'll 8i:
A FAil/NG ALlY £JV- OA/<NW.
Gl<AOE. fORC£ABle!
I

fV£!zy'{HING,

ANO YOV
LOScrAc&.

GOT IT?

I

f.

I

~

Gene Littler

'l1lNI{ )fVN1\tlAll1l

by Jeff Millar

& Bill Hinds
It's possible to go into
an annual checkup
feeling terrific. And
come out knowing
something's wrong. It
happened to me. The
doctor found what I
couldn't even feel ... a
little lump under my
arm. If I had put off the
appointment for one
reason or another, I
probablv wouldn't be
heretodav. Because
that little lump I
couldn't feel was a
melanomc1, a highly
c1ggressive form of
cancer that spreads
verv quicklv. It's
curable - hi.it onlv if
found in time. ,
So when I tell vou,
"Get a checkup,' 1 you
know it's from mv
heJrt. It can save' your
life. I know. Because it
saved mine.

4~Y, MAN, 'rOU WAN~~
PLA.V A urn. ~ iOUD-1:

q/;n
'' 1977 Un1v~rsol Press 5yndicale

collegiate crossword
6

7

8

9

44
45
46
Fishing need
Code words for the 48
letter "A"
51
54
Blue of baseball
Sigh words
56
Stir up
57
Ever and Lariat
Filming site
58
(2 wds.)
59
Alone (2 wds.)
60
Pa rt of TNT
61
Pea-picking
machines
62
Dog show initials
Mrs. Peel's partner
Writer Mickey, and
family
1
Sound of content2
ment
3
Seaport near
Tijuana
4
Miss MacGraw
5
Part of Bogart
6
film title (2 wds.) 7
" - the season ... "
Disheartened
8
9
Bennett Cerf's
specialty
Lasting a short
10
time
ACROSS

1
5
10
. 14
15
16
17
18
20
22
23
24
25
27
32
33
34
35
38
39
41
42

Formation
Colleg,e degrees
Miss Loren
River to the Seine
Brook
Restaurant offering
(2 wds.)
Taj Mahal site
Saturday night
specials
Deserve
Do detective work
Pro Colonist William,
and family
Anglo-Saxon slave
DOWN
Pointed remark
Nautical cry
Deprive of
necessities
More minuscule
Got up
Recluses
Unusual shipcommand ( 3 wds.)
Up unt i 1 ( 2 wds. )
Trigonometry
abbreviation
European tourist
mecca

11 "What's for
.me?"
12 --die
13 Part of A.O.
19 Leg ornament
21 Football player
24 And
25 Bogart role, Sam
26 Tiny Tim's flower
28 Tavern
29 Fuel in the news
(2 wds.)
30 Minneapolis suburb
31 Impertinent
35 Detective Mike 36 Votes for
37 To see: Sp.
40 As junkyard
dog
41 Man or ape
43 Ohio city on Lake
Erie
44 Shout of discovery
47 Rains hard
48 Courier (abbr.)
49 Prefix for lung
50 Litter member
51 "Peter Pan" pirate
52 go bragh
53 Story
55 Napoleon, for one
(abbr.)

Have a regular .
checkup. It can save
your life.

JAZZ PLAYERS

ANSWERS, PAGE 7

ATTHE
STONE CHURCH
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Drop by on Friday with your favorite
slide and see how easily it can be
made into a beautiful color print.
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The Milwau~ee Ballet dances the night away
By Debbie Bossart
As other forms of dance
become more and more popular,
it is difficult to maintain the
traditional structure of classical
ballet. Every dance must stay
within the discipline of its own
Jtructure and at the same time
allow for -creativity and innovation.
In the performance presented
in Johnson Theater last night, the
program by the Milwaukee Ballet
Company provided a well rounded and diversified dance for
every appreciation.
The first number, "Partita ",
was a classical ballet piece with a
~park of jazz thrown in. Danced
to music by Ifacli it had informal,
qmck-moving
improvisatory movements.
Each position was exact, every
move precisely tuned and every
sequence of movements coordinated with the other dancers.
Tl,,._ was a feat professionally exc~:1!~~ l?r tne COmQany. PatHa
was a dance allowing a solo touch
for each dancer to project his or
her own image to contribute to
the dance as a whole. The
sequence of group poses gave the
company a uniform grace and
professional cohesiveness.
The tempo changes from synchronized, flowing patterns to a
series of quick arabesques and
piques done by the four leading
girls, showing a technique
favored by such disciplined
choreographers as Ballanchirte
and Comelin. These fast and difficult moves were choreographed
together and executed perfectly
to give the dance (one of immense c;ompl~xity) a _simple look.
The second dance, "Sonata a
Tre,'' wa_s an adagj.o nerforman~e by three pairs of dancers
grouped in scultoured silhouettes. exoressin~ int_ense · ntense
movements of love. Th s .performance was done in a modern interpretive manner allowing each
couple to perform their unique
expression of emotion.
The simple costumes ' , long
flowing hair and naive simplicity
gave the dance a very sensuous
meaning. The difficult, almost
gymnastic movements were
completely controlled and painstakingly executed to provide an
overwhelmingly dramatic effect.
The story portrayed was ·one of
the tragedy and ecstacy of love.
Adding to the overall effect of the
statuettes was the -staging and
lighting which accent the union of
movements and total experience
· of t.he da11ce being expressed.
Th~ _play within the perform~nce, "D_aughters of Mourning,"
was the most intense emotional
J~~perience for the audience. The
play be~an with a forewarning
which provokes a bizarre
premonition of what was to come
for the fated dancers.
The action began with the cast
of five sisters and their mother
all fighting over a wedding dress
symbolizing the desire of each to
sacrifice her celibacy.
The youngest daughter, most
attractive and appealing of the
six, was the most abused and
tormented (physically and mentally) by the others. The jealousy
and resentment of each of the
sisters --for her was expressed
through movements showing the
injust/cruel treatment given her.
The awaited entrance of the
prince added to the conflict and
confusion of emotions as each girl
competed for his love and attention. This was well expressed in
the dissonant music and
choreography of the dance.
The youngest daughter, as expected, won the princess' atten-tion and this led to a dramatic
and intense love affair composed
as a pas de deux using a series of
lifts and a combination of unique
steps to magnify the effect.
The scene was interrupted by
the oldest sister and leads to a
tragic conflict between all three,
amplified by the added involvement of the other three
sisters who come into the scene
only to condemn both lovers. The
eldest sister compelled by her
emotions of outrage and
humiliation, kills first the young

prince, then her own sister.
The scene aroused emotions of
remorse and destitution in thE
performance and car..,ried over t(J
the audience to elicit intense
emotional responses of hate and
:mger.
This Sl'laKespearean touch ot
tragedy set the mood for the last
dance to be light and lively. The
frivolous and colorful costumes
<'reated a mood of gaiety. The
choreography was such that it was
a fun dance for performers and ·
audience alike.

'... beauty and
sensuality of two
: bodies entwined'
·

------------Handel's music made the dance

1

easy to listen to and easy tc
watch.
The choreography reflected
one distinct quality of ballet artistic director Comelin's personality; that is his light, brilliant
humor sensibly placed to produce
a feeling of joy for all.
The lifts and pas de deux
movements of this dance made it
the most classically traditional
dance of the evening.
The second scene introduced
flowing unified movements of two
young lovers who portray the
beauty and sensuality of two
human bodies entwined together.
The following scene was a performance of three dynamic male
dancers whose leaps and turns
were amplified by Handel's
chauvinistic rumpet music.
Again, in this piece, Comelin's
humor was reflected in the
comedy scene which introduced
three dancers in an organized but
zany manner.
The dance ended sfmply and
modestly to again emphasize the
professional dignity of the company. All in all, this dance portrayed the energy and vivacity of
the company and was an impressive ending to a spectacular
_evening.
This performance reflect~d the
sophisticated and diverse talent
of its director and performers.
The physical and mental
discipline . required by dance of
each of its participants was
mastered professionally by this
company to provide for any of its
spectators an awesome dance
performance.

A scene from the Milwaukee Ballet's performance ot "Partita", one of the -fine numbers they did last night. (Nick Novic photo)

Welcome to
Ford's country of
.hiking and skiing
1HE COUN1RY NORTIIWARD
BY Daniel Ford.
New Hampshire Publishing
Company,
Somersworth, 1976,
204 pp. $12.50 hardcover, $6.95
softcover.
25 SKI TOURS IN THE
WHITE MOUNTAINS
by Sally and Daniel Ford.
New Hampshire Publishing
Company,
Somersworth, 1977,
128 pp. $4.95.

We need arts writers. Come to rm.
151 of the MUB

By Ilse Andrews
Inthelastseveralyears,hikers
of all ages have found crosscountry skiing to be the ideal winter extension of their sport.
Both activities offer a wealth of
advantages (come to think of it,
what drawbacks are there?):
the required equipment is readily
available and, if wisely chosen,
it is reasonably priced; hikers as
well as skiers traverse a varied
terrain, often of their own choice,
without inflicting noise or d~m-

age on the countryside; one does
not have to be in top athletic condition to begin--fitness comes
comes with the exercise; the
sense of pleasure and achievement is not necessarily bound up
with competitive situations; and
in most locations of New Hampshire, one does not even need a
car to get to a trailhead allowing
at least practice for the beginner
and exercise for the more experienced.
To its attractive assortment of
books on the history and natural
setting of New England, the New
Hampshire Publishing Company
has now added two volumes well
suited to give pleasure and useful
information to the growing number of hikers and cross-country
skiers.
The Country Northward is
by Daniel Ford who lives in Durham and, besides much journalistic copy, has three novels to his
credit.
It is an enjoyable and highly
HIKING, page 19
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Dance is the dancer, the dancer the dance
"The most beautiful thing
about the Milwaukee Ballet is.
that the dancers have tremer,1.dous respect for each other.
They love each other. They
like each other and they stay
together."

·she said, "The company is very
excited about who and what we
are and what we're becoming."
Another thing that was instilled
in all the women was a respect
and admiration for their director
Jean Paul Comelin.
--Jean Paul Comelin,
It was surprising to see a
artistic director of the Mil- group of people so devoted to
waukee Ballet
their "boss". Later on the reason for their devotion, became eviBv Maryanne Berry
dent
The next time I spoke with the
When I was assigned to interview Ure members of the Milwau- dancers they were at Babcock
kee Ballet Company, here on Hall where they were holding an
their first tour of the season, informal. discussion.
The atmosphere was casual as
I had some· misgivings about
the dancers spoke about ballet
what to expect.
To me the term "ballet danc- and the role of men in ballet.
Some of the dancers sat on the
er" connoted someone cool, aloof
floor and others on the furniture
and even conceited.
I was wrong. The members of· and by "being at home" with the
the Milwaukee Ballet Company people who came to see them,
do not fit that stereotype. They they made everyone feel welare enthusiastic, responsive and come and relaxed.
By about 8 o'clock the dancers,
anxious to share their experienfinally able to take a break in
ces.
I firot opokc -.,vith the ·women

dancers.
Having just recently arrived on
campus they were already preparing for their first practice.
They were jumping into leotards and tugginlat leg warmers
in the locker room of New Hampshire Hall.
As they dressed they said a- little about themselves, the company and about their director
Jean Paul Comelin.
One of the dancers, Julie Marsalkowski said that she had been
with the company for 4 years.
At age 19 she is a beautiful
girl with big eyes and a quick
laugh. When I asked her if she
had much free time she looked
surprised and said "NO!"
Another girl explained that the
practices were four to five hours
per day. But not only must the
dancers practice they must also
attend a 1112 hour class and perform.
About all there is time to do,
between the hectic hours of dancing and practicing, "eat steep
and do the laundry" said Marsalkowski.
She spoke with obvious dedication, a trait common in all the
dancers.
I could hear it in the voice of
dancer Margret McLaughlin as

Friday, Sept. 23
The Milwaukee Ballet performs in Johnson Tl1eater of
Paul Arts at 8 P.M . Tickets
are 54.00 for students in ad·ua11Ce and 55.50 general admission. Don't miss this.
That watery wonder The Deep
begins a five day stay at the
Franklin. 6:30 and 8:50 P.M.
All tickets are $2 .50 , no student discount.

their long day, docidod to got

something to eat.
I offered my car and 7 or 8
of them willingly piled into it.
sitting squished one on top of
another.
We headed the car in the direction of downtown Durham. While
there were some cheers for
Burger King it was decided that
Jason's would be a better place
to eat.
Upon arriving at Jason.'s l was
introduced to a man with dark
hair and intent eyes, Jean Paul
Comelin.
I was nervous meeting him
but was put at ease after only a
few minutes conversation with
him.
Orginally from France, Comelin came to this country 10 yetirs
ago and decided to stay.
He started his career as a dancer with the National Ballet in
Washington D.C.
Later he joined the Pennsylvania Ballet as their choreographer in residence.
Finally, after working for the
Sacramento Ballet in California,
which collapsed for lack of funds,
he was offered the, position of
Artistic Director for the Milwaukee Ballet Co.
Comelin talked about the im-

The culmination of the dancer's practice.

portant change from dancer to di- volves qualities different from
Mark Diamond,.one of the male
rector. He said that "as a dancer those of the dancer.
dancers feels this unity. He
the most important goals are to
As a director he must be able to spoke about the trust he feels for
work for. your career and to con- recognize the special and indivi- his fellow dancers. "There is a
serve your body.''
dual talents of each dancer. He professionalism, when we dance,
He went on to speak about · must be able to analyze people - so that you don't have to worry
the special gift of the dancer and and to reach them.
he said.
'
of how the dancer devotes himIt is also most important that
self to satisfying his "artistic he create a sense of unity among.
For the ballet dancer there is
need".
the members of the Company. a constant struggle to be better.
''Developing the gift is more This he has obviously done; And through the individual sucimportant than anything else 80 per cent of the company has cess there is the success of a
and it should be," said Comelin.
been with it since its creation company. The Milwaukee Ballet
His job now as a director in- _four years ago.
knows this success.

formed by the Am,erican Symphuriy Urcl1estra along witlz
Swedish balladeer SvenBertil Taube and conductor
Ulf Bjorlin. The concert features Handel's "Water Mu1sic," Wagner's "Flying Dutch- ·
man Overture" and "Trade
Winds, " a piece arranged by
Bjorlin.

011 channel 38 at 8 P. M., the
Red Sox meet the Tigers at
Detroit's Tiger Stadium.
Keeµ your Sox on.

Basil Rathbone stars as Sherlock Holmes in The Adven-

tures of Sherlock Holmes on
channel 38 at 11 P.M. In-

Logan's Run provides some interesting science fiction action on channel 7 at 9 P.M.

BBC Outlook focuses on Kenya's Cheµkwony. He is one
of the many middle distance
run11ers to em e;ge fro m that
co untry. Chann el 11 at 9
P.M .

Alan Alda gives an excellent
µerformance as Caryl Chessman, a convict sente11ced to
die in tlze gas chamber, in the
movie Kill Me if You Can.
Clzam1el 4 at 9 P. M .

Monday, Sept. 26

man Capote 's novel, is tonight's MUSO film. The The Deep is the shallow movie
Strafford Room of the MUB
at the Franklin. 6:30 and 8:50
at 7 and 9:30 P.M. 75 cents.
P.M.

The Midnight Special features
Benson,

Edward G. Robinson stars in
Larceny Inc., an amusing
comedy on channel 9 at
11:15 P.M .

In Cold Blood, based on Tru-

Flash Gordon battles the destro.vin;;; rav on channel 56
at 11 P.M.

George

movie. Channel 56 at 8 P.M.

Comedian Steve Martin is the
host of Saturday Night Live Burt Reynolds stars in The
as the series begins its third
Longest Yard, where the conseason.
Singer
Jackson
victs and guards engage i11 a
Browne will also appear.
friendly football game. No
Channel 4 at 11:30 P.M.
doubt this movie has been
edited for TV. Channel 5 at
Sunday, Sept. 25
9P.M.

dubitably Watson.
White Light rock and rolls at
the MUB Pub.

zs on channel 11 at 10:30
P.M.

Herbie

Hanco~k , Jean-Luc Pon~y .'t
an1 P/111 Uµchurch , Bonnie
Raitt, Roger Daltry and Lou
Rawls. Channel 4 at 1 P.M.

Saturday, Sept. 24
The Deep· co ntinues to dro w n

,

Robert Blake stars in In Cold -At 8 P.M. _Dol'}ald ~_teele will On channel 9 at 8 P.M. be sure
to catch Diana (Mrs. Peel)
Blood, based on Truman
give his annual pzano recital
Rigg and Patrick (Steed)
Capote's novel. This Sunday's
in Johnson Theater of Paul
MUSO film. 7 and 9:30 P.M.,
Arts.
Macnee in The Avengers.
75 cents Recommended.
Good espionage adventure.
The Deep is on tap at the
Franklin. 6:30 and 8:50 P.M . Roberta Flack stars on Celebrity
Concerts mi channel 56 at 8
P.M .
That's Entertainment, Part 2 is

audiences at t/1 e Franklin .
6:3 0 and 8: 50 P.M.

a fun m o vie on channel 7 at

O n chan nel 11 at JO P.M. is

White Ligl1t is at the MUB Pub.

Tribu te to the America's
Cup. It features music µer-

Mon ty Py th on's Flying Circus

Bette Dav is and Hwnplz rey Bogart star in Dark Victory, a
study of a dying girl. A fi ne

BP.M.

W arren Beatty and Jul ie
Christie sta r i11 R obert Alt111a11 's McCabe and Mrs.
Miller on channel 7 a t 11 :30
P. M. G ood 1110"i. ie.
1
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Mosaic Cafe appeals to all
The Mosair. C',nfo in New- Almaden Mountain Nectar l I
market. Main St.
_
rinally settled on spinach pie
By Ingrid Orth a.nd Melissa with . a siqe-order of bread. It
Geer
.
Getting ·a junk food aqdict anµ had - been a toss-up between
a health-food freak together dur- this and the Guacamole salad
ing mealtime is usually con- consisting of sliced avocadoes
ducive to a great deal of hick- and tomatoes.
ering and turmoil. In our case,
however, the Mosaic Cafe, a
Garnished with scallions and
natural foods restaurant in New- shredded carrots, my spinach pie
market, bridged the culinary looked too glorious to eat. But
gap.
eat it I did . It was heaven
The junk food addict : having · Inside the light puff-pastry was
:ilways been a steak and potatoes fresh garden spinach flavored
girl at heart, I wasn't made
enthusiastic by my friend's sug- with a mild ch~ese sauce and
gestion that we eat at the Mosaic.- seasoned with herbs. Like most
Indulging in a vegetarian meal of the Mosaic's entrees, the dish
of bean sprouts, soybeans, cheese wasn't extremely rich. rt did a
and yogurt didn't rate as a good j_ob in satiating my ravenous
great palate pleaser in my mind.
appetite .
However, upon entering the
Mosaic and experiencing the cozy
As for the bread, I could have
decor tcomplemented by deli- easily crammed down at least
cious aromas emanating from five more holpings . Bakery
the kitchen> , my approval was fresh, it was toasted dark whole
immediately won.
wheat and molasses saturated
Hanging spider plants, mis- with butter. Definitely a devilish
matched furniture and large tap- temptation t_o any weight-watchestries strung from the stucco er.
walls all added to its down to
earth atmosphere.
As if the whole experience of
As for the menu, the dishes the · phenomenal food wasn't
sounded so unique my former enough. the house-choice of
apathy was replaced by a danger- music added the cherrv to the
ous curiosity to sample every - sundae _
·
thing offered.
After great deliberation (and
During the course of our meal.
-cons1_
1mpt.ion of half ~_J'lottJp of we were serenaded bv the music

TRIVIA

of Bonnie Raitt, Joni, Mitchell,
Judy Collins and Jackson
Browne .. Unable to conceal my
infatuation with the Mosaic any
longer, I raved to our waiter,
emphati~ally telling hi~ to pass
on compliments to the chef.
Not five minutes later, another
bottle of wine <this time Almaden
Chablis) arrived at _our table.
Apparently our waiter, one of the
chefs, incognito, had been pleased
- by our enthusiasm.
Needless to say, hitching back
to Durham that evening was ·a
pleasure, despite the rain. Lingering memories of a fine restaurant and good company kept me
warm enough.

• 1) W/10 is the cr~a_tor of James Bond? ,

_
2) Wlzat was the name of tlie dog _on i:-he Jetson's?
3) In the Jan-1es · Bond movie, Goldfinger, who playe~
-Pussy Galore?
· 4) Name tlze first band Neil Young played with.
5) Wlzat artist inspired the animation style for the
Beat/e's Yellow Submarine?
6) Wlzo 1vas tlze ori}{inal Alice 011 The Honeymooners?
7) Wlzo created Beany and Cecil?
8) Wlzere was tlze Robi11son family heading originally
on Lost in Space?
9) What was ·the 11ame of the fool i11 Slzakespean:'s
. King Le·ar ?,
·
10) W/10 played Bernardo in the 111011ie of West Side Story 7

The vegetarian: My meal
was a pleasant escape from the
• Answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question 1s: lac/..:
· UNH dining services. After all
a vegetarian can only exist o~ t Kirby and Joe Simo11 created Captai11 America.
· Vermont Cottage Cheese and
tossed greens fol' so long.
'
This week's· Wicked Hard Question is: Who wrote 111ost of
Though my main dish, Vegethe Shadow 1107-1e/s?
table ·Sukiyake; was undercooked, the flavor of the Somen
Noodles, Bayou Soup (assorted ,
5,Ll!>[l:Jlf:) cJ$..JOo:J (Ol (00:f (6 !,l11l1Jll,J:J m1t11v (g uadllll1l:J
beans) and tossed salad make up
-qog (L 5cnopvaw olllJf (9 xvw .lc'1JJJ (~ pp1j211_ud5 Oft1Jj11g
for the oversight.
•The service was excellent. And Jlfl (t, lll:JlWfJVfg AOIIOH ([o . qsv '. Z '1?11! /Uclf:J lll1/ ([ .'SJ.)MSUV
7
our bill came to a total of $9.25.
The high point of the evening
was watching my M&M comrade
emerge of the Mosaic 3 hours
later as a health foods fan.
·

NH ·women's art show
The _works of New Hampshire women artists are featured
in "New Hampshire's Creative Women in the Visual Arts,"
at the New England Center.
The exhibit will be shown September 26 through October .
According to Project Director - Fran Schmidt the exhibit i8
to run simultaneously with " Media Images: Forum on Women. "
The exhibit is being coordinated by Schmidt, UNH Women's
Commission member Anita Durell, and Manchester artist Pat
Ingram.
"The artists who participated in the International Women ·s
Year state meeting at Plymouth State will be shown here,"
said Ingram . "They are the same artists but not the same
works " from the Plymouth show.
,
Ingram said she sees the exhibit as a chance for previously
unknown artists to have their works shown . "There ·is no
entry fee to show the works ; I find some art shows should char~e
.admission rather than charging the a rtists to show their work .
There 's an awful lot of competition. It's hard to get in the
market."
Ingram said professional galleries charge an artist from 40
to 60 per cent as a commission to sell their works . The
New Hampshire Art Association charges about a one third
-commission.
_She said two prominent artists chose the works in the exhibit.
Photographer Lotte Jacobi and weaver Mary Lyon selected
works of artists "at all levels of development," Ingram said.
They are in a variety of media: painting, graphics, crafts,
and sculpture.
Two prize-winners from the Plymouth show will be on view_
Deborah - Ann Abbott's fiber " Winter's Cape" and Sharon
Stewart's collage "Circles" won cash prizes at Plymouth . Liz
Gates' "Porcelain Plate" also took an award at Plymouth but
will not be shown.
Kate_McClare

Hiking and skiing books
HIKING,
Continued from page 17

with its luxurious AMC facilities,
- Carter Notch, Spruce Brook, and,
informative journal of the on the fifteenth day , to his desauthor's one-hundred-mile hike tination at Hastings.
through the White Mountain He shares with the reader not
National Forest from Kinsman only the wonder of the mountain
Note~ in New . Han:ipshire to country, but also his sometimes
Hastings Plantation, Just across wry reflections on the people he
the New Hampshire border _into meets during these two weeks.
Ford manages to refrain from
Maine.
If the reader , associates the moralizihg and open criticism
word journal with the monotony even when describing the many
of a blow-by-blow description, he incredibly careless and unprewill be pleased to find that there pared tourists who venture into
is never a dull monent in Mr. - the mountains as though they
Ford's tale. The journalist's keen ., ,were man-made hills in a city
sense of observation combines park.
with the novelist's skill at blendA wealth of factual information
ing entertainment with informa- is skillfully woven into the hiking
tion, introspection and, in a low- tale. Historical and scientific
key and tactful manner, lessons
in
ecology-minded
trailside
etiquette.
'
Daniel Ford is an experienced
hiker. He used to roam the White
Mountains in the "good old days"
before the backpacking boom of
the 1960's and the resulting construction of comfortable, sometimes even drained, trails.
But the tour around which this
book pivots was the longest he
_lfad ever taken. In one-day
stages, his arduous path takes
him to Eliza Brook Shelter, Lonesome Lake Hut, Greenleaf hostel
via the Old Man of the Mountain
and Franconia Notch, Garfield
Ridge, Mt. Guyot, the DesplatiQn
region ironically so named by the
very woodcutrers who had turned
it into a wasteland by the begin-.
ning of the century, and on to
Crawford Notch; hence to Mt.
Resolution, ·Mt.· Isolation, Lakes
of the Clouds <after he had taken
in the cluttered summit -of Mt.
'-'

Washirig_torr), · Pinkbain

Notch •'

material is inserted, in a language so readable and absorbing
that it never feels like a digression.
For example, he relates the sad
history of the Pemigewasset Wilderness which deserved its name
one-hundred years ago, but was
then bereft of its virgin stand of
spruce and fir by the woodcutters
of the J.E. Henry and Sons Lumber Company who clearcut 35,000
acres between 1893 and 1907.
The slash left behind was ready
kindling for a fire that raged for
ten days, sweeping clean Mt.
Bond and large areas of Mt.
Guyot and Mt. Lafayette. The
second growth, which has slowly
come ba~k since, consists chiefly

of hardwoods. Though these take
,credit for the beauty of autumn
foliage, they can never restore
wilderness to the region.
There are numerous excellent
photographs, taken by the
author, throughout the book.
They add greatly to the vividness
of Mr. Ford's well-spun yarn.
Sally and Daniel Ford together
tried out each of the back-country
trails described in 25 Ski Tours
in the White Mountains which
will be an invaluable asset to
those cross-country skiers who
have tired of their own and their
neighbors' backyards and fields.
Moreover, the considerable outdoor experience of the Fords, together with their gift of presenting essential information ,n a
concise and pleasant manner,"
makes the book fun to read even
for the armchair sports fan.
The authors have-chosen tours
which, in their own words, "can
be accomplished by anyone with
skis, a light pack, and an averag-e
constitution." The trails wind
dlong "among the foothills to the
,north of Winnipesaukee, through
valleys and intervales and along
fair paths to _the heart of the
White MoWltain National Forest.''

---

t'.

available map of the area . The
text that follows comprises, first,
a paragraph highlighting a few
remarks on the region in which
the trail is located; then precise
directions for reaching whatever
parking facilities are to be found
at the trailhead; and, finally, ~
- aeta1lect account of the entire
trail including points cif particular interest en route.
Each tour description is accompanied by a chart and one of
the authors' beautiful photo_graphs.
Rounding off this carefully
compiled ski-touring guide is a
final chapter containing 25 common-sense tips on proper equipment, clothing, food, safety, etc.,
~nd even one on taking children
. to those tours which were "childtested" by the Fords' daughter.
Katharine, to whom the book is
dedicated.

Support
the

- ar.ts --

_·. Each tour descriptlon begins.:-with three factors; ,its distance, _
,.,.
; .: ciegree of difficulty,-arid the best:, -!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!m!!I
,
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·Dorm guest prOgram
seeks student in,put
"We· want. to- use all our resourc_es," he said. "We have
return for a minimum of one pro~ _ these apartmeµts so we hooe that
gwm in a residence hall for each. people on· Galllpus who are spontwo days of lodging.
.
. soring progr~ms and guest speak
_
.
. ers will get 'in:touch with us to arThe t~ree _aJ?al'tments availa- - range a Gµe~t in Residence."
_ ble are m Wilhamson, Congreve . He said people interested in the
and Huddleston Halls.
program should contact Andy
Hamlin at Schofield House.
"The guest may give a proHamlin•·is t_ty1ng to develop the
gram in any residence hall that
shows interest," said Don_Arn~ Guest in Residence into an esoudse, Assistant Director for . tablished program by the time
his graduate· .internship at UNH
Resiqential Life.
ends.
Arnoudse, who developed the
He says, ''There are lots of
program, estimated that about 75
per cent of all American univer- talented people who come to campus for programs and shows.''
sities have such programs.
Guest program
Continued from page 2

GET the PAPER

1n

your

DANCING

'

MAILB-O X EVERY WEEK

t1ono including Do;,ton Uni vt:n,i-

CAPE NE-DDICK

MAKE
MONEY

INN

The New Hampshire
Rates

Rhythm & Blues

$9 For one year
$5 For one semester
$17 For two years

FAST
NO CASH NEEDED

50' s Rock 'n' Roll By

(save $1 over regular price)
Make checks payable to
Please Respond As Soon As Possible

SELL HI-Fl EQUIPMENT·

BEN BALDWIN & THE·,BIG NOTE

Be our exclusive rep on your
campus - All BRANDS

From the Portsmouth Circle
go 95N to York

Subscriptions, The New Hampshire
Memorial Union, Durham, N.H. 03824

Rt. 1 N to Cape Neddick Inn

25 min. drive

She is scheduled to hold an informal discussion on the cultural
conditioning of women through
advertising in on_e of the residence hall lounges, according to
Barbara Eckman, coordinator of
the symposium's advertising panel.
Kilbourne is a professor at
Hradford College ·and is media
consultant . for various organizaties, Boston Public Schools, Trinity Church and the New England
Art ~ociation.

every Fri. & Sat. at the .

for the price of a stamp
Subscribe to

ne said. "It's awful that after
the show they return to their motels to read when they could
be educating 'UNHstudents fn
· residence halls. These are the
people that we want to take-part
in the Guest in Residence program."
The next scheduled Guest in
Residence is Media Consultant
Jean Kilbourne. Kilbourne plans
to be a panelist during the ·upcoming symposium called/'Media Images: Focus on Women."
Kilbourne, who is scheduled to be
on the panel dealing with women
in advertising, plans to spend
the night of Oct. 6 in the HuddleSt(!I) Hall apartment.

WRITE

AUDIO OUTLET
325 Pascack Avenue
Washiogton Township. Nlw .llney 07675
Attention: Arlene Muzyb (201) 666-8868

-- -
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1978 'ALPIME SKIS
-

•

Our
Price

Comp ............. . 240.00 209.00
Firelite ............. 190.00 119.00
Firelite "S" .......... 190.00 139.00
ST Comp. . .......... 215.00 199.00
Exhibition "S" ........ 160.00 149.00
Olympique "S" ... . .... 145.00 119.00
Ravine ..... . ....... 120.00
99.00
255 Comp. ........... 200.00 149.00
710 Comp. ........... 21 o.oo 189.00
Tempest ..... ~ ...... 165.00 129.00
Breeze ............. 130.00 109.00
Formula S Racing ...... 200.00 139.00
Soft Flex . ........... 175.00 149.00
. VTX Compact ......... 160.00 109.00
Mark IV Comp. . ....... 210. oo 189.00
Mark Ill ............. 190.00 169.00
C4 Racing ........ . ..... 1ao.00 169.00

IIIFIIE:.C:.... E:Fa

*
*-·*

·....
-_'.·

..

Kne ■SSL

•SKI
•FOOTWEAR
•TENNIS

*

Reg .
Price

,"!t)

OVER 50 MODELS
THOUSANDS ON DISPLAY

UPTO

25o/,~)Ff

Super SKI Packages
JUNIOR AND ADULT/ BEGINNER to ADVANCED
Choose from 13 new 1978 models of A&T, Fischer, Rossignol, K2 or
Kneissl skis. 8 models of Tyrolia or Salomon bindings and 5 models
of Barrecrafter, Scott or K2 poles. We customize each package to
your individual skiing needs.

SKIERS
IT'S TIME! !
"It's get ready
to ski time."

MANCHESTER/SEACOAST
SKI MARTS

PRE-SEASON

SALE
Unheard of discount prices on
thousands of 1978 skis, boots,
bindings, poles and accessories

COMPARE
• PRICE
- • SELECTION
• PROFESSIONALISM ·
With any ski
retailer anywhere!

FREE LAYAWAY ·
UNTIL DEC. 1
On Any Equipment
Purchase
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in a college town. It reflects badly
on the school and students," said
Doug Black , a junior history
· major.
"I don't think the town needs X. rated" i movies," sa.id sophomore
Ruth Clough. "The Franklin is
terrific because they get good
.movies that you want to see. It's a.
good place to go when you don't
feel like going out and getting
drunk ."
_
"If you want to see X--ratect
movies, Newington is close
enough. I'd like to see it (the
theater)stay the way it is," said
Jim O'Mally, a sophomore.
The Planning Board has 30
days to make a decision on
' Davison's
discotheque proposal.

Franklin Theater ·

town," he said.
Davison pointed out that the
Speaking before the Durham discotheque would seat only 300
Planning Board, Davison said .he people. This is a 20 per cent
hopes the proposed club will at- reduction of the present theatre
tract people from 'the seacoast· seating capacity of 376, he said.
area from 20 to 30 miles away'
O'Connell was concerned about
as well as UNH students.
Chairman of the town budget. the addition . of new drinlcing
·u M th B t
·ct spaces in downtown Durham.
commi ee, ar a ur on, sai
"Most of the incidents we have
th e opening of a club like had in town have been associaDavison's proposal would put a ted with alcohol," he said. · A
strain on the Durham Police
Department. It would mean add- Durham selectman who wished
ing another policeman to the to remain anonymous, said that
force Burton said.
in the past, Davison had stated
Building inspector, Sheldon informally that he would not
Prescott, said the club would show X-rated movies in his The Planning Board-has 30 days
lower the property value in the th eater.
to make a decision on Davison's
area and cause vehicle and
~tudent reaction to the discotheque proposal. If the
pedestrian traffic problems. "I possibility of an X-rated theater Board rejects the proposal,
don't think we need in burham in Durham has been somewhat Davison has the option to appeal
the kind of people who would go , negative.
to the zoning board of adjustments
or the state superior court.
to a discotheque from out of 1 "I don't think it has a_n~ part
Franklin I hearer
Continued from page 1

Womens' tennis team
at Bostoll , College

school, Smith won the State
Singles Championship. She was
the runner-up last year.
The schedule will not be an
easy one for the Cats as they start
right out with three of their
toughest foes. The season opens
at BU today--and continues with
Springfield next Monday. The first home match is next Wednesday ~gainst Bowdoin.

11322 IDAHO AVE., No. 206-E
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213} 477-8474

now open and serving
lunch from 11 :30 · 2
dinner from 5 · 9 (sun · thurs)
5 - 10 (fn · sat)
lounge open until legal closing

Our research papers are sold forj'
research purposes only.
•

-------. ------E
Please rush my catalog.
Enclosed is $1.

1

mem~ newmarket w>rvice club

I

Shop UNH BOOKSTORE

I

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,.1
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

With three· tough matches in a
row coming up, the strength and
depth of the team will surely be
tested. Said Mills, "It's a tough
way to start theseason."

Newmar~et's newest and finest
dining establishment

_Necklaces-16", 18" & longer
· $5-$10
Bracelets
$4-$10
Pierced Earings
$3-$10
CROSS Pens & Pencils 20 per cent off $6-$16
(Sale Prices)

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE

them in four years. The last time
we played them, They blew us off
the courts, and dropped us from
their schedule."
UMass is also on the schedule.
The teams haven't played in two
/ years, but they'll battle here in
Durham, Oct. 5.
-

lamprey tavern
and restaurant

ALL SUBJECTS
Fast, professional, and proven
quality. Choose from our library of
7,000 topics. Send $1.00 for the
current -edition of our 220 page
mail order catalog.

"Monday' game will be the real
test,'' said Mills referring to
· Springfi~ld. "We have_n't played

Tennis
co ntinued from page 24

At the UNH B OOKSTORE
· for him and for her
jewelry in gold or silver fin .ish

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
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Hewitt Hall 862-2141

I
I
I
1

a university-owned non-profit facility
located on campus to serve you.
: - - - - - - - - - - ~I • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __::__ _ ___:::___ _ _ __ j
_ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _

RETENTION STRAPS
BARRECRAFTER POLE
EXPERT MOUNTING ·
RELEASE CHECK

K2 Breeze
Salomon 202
JUNIOR PACKAGES

BOOTS!.
BOOTS!

.

..

'

A&T
F-ISCHER
ROSSIGNOL

Largest Selection
in
Northern New England
Choose from Over
30 Models

12

$
.

VALUE $188.50

·

Cross Country
Touring Packages
EVERY package complete with fiberglass
skis, leather boots, aluminum 3 pin
binding, tonkin pole, expert mounting .

ROSSIGNOL

~- I• I" I 'I," I~ I H

6O%0FF

SKAN Nordique

Limited Size Selection

$79 $109
to

SAVE ON 1977-78 MODELS TOO!

RETENTION STRAPS
BARRECRAFTER POLE
EXPERT MOUNTING
RELEASE CHECK

NOW

s159
VALUE $215

K2 Tempest
Tyrolia 250
RETENTION STRAPS .
K2 POLES
EXPERT MOUNTING
RELEASE CHECK

NOW

s179
VALUE $241

KNEISSL VTX Compact

Salomon 444
RETENTION STRAPS
SCOTT POLES
EXPERT MOUNTING
RELEASE CHECK

NOW

s178
VALUE $247

ROSSIGNOL Ravine
Tyrolia 150 Std.

NORD/CA
Ellaiehle

MANCHESTER, NH
Corner of South Willow South WIiiow
and Vinton
Exit off
Phone 603 622-4461
1-93
Rte. 1 and 101 D
Village Shopping Cnt.
Phone 603 964-6583

_

F■!!:31~-IIE:IFII

1976-77 Assorted Models

NORTH HAMPTON, NH

·K· 2 Qu1c
· k Heat'
Tyroll•a 150

tralc

THOUSANDS IN STOCK!

UP
TO

NOW

RETENTION STRAPS

NOW

BARRECRAFTER POLE
EXPERT MOUNTING
RELEASE CHECK

s129

. t,., ~SKI TOGS
•

OPEN 7 DAYS

10 T09 PM
SUN . 12 TO 5 PM

FAMOUS

FACTORY OUTLET

VALUE $219
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Two UNH field hockey players cross sticks as the ball sails by. Coach Rilling's squad
hosts Bowdoin today at 3:30. (Scott Spalding photo) ·

Wildcats host West Chester
Football
Continued from page 24

games, limiting their first two
opponents to 14 points apiece .
This is especially true when the
Wildcat offense has performed
like an unstoppable machine,
gaining 842 total--- yards in two
games.
The man carrying the football
for most of that yardage has
been, of course, Bill Burnham.
After being named ECAC,
Yankee Conference and New
England Division I Player of the
Week for last Saturday's performance when he set a new single
game rushing record, (235 yards')
. Big Bill now has 383 yards this
season.
Burnham is gunning for two
more records tomorrow. He
needs only 10 points to become
UNH 's all-time leading scorer ,
breaking _Cy Wentworth 's 1924
record of 190 points.
The tailback from Dorchester
is also 214 yards shor_t of the a~1-

time New England rushing
record. Yale's Dick Jauron (now
of the Detroit Lions) still ltolds
the record with ~.947 career yards,
a mark he set five years ag_o. ·.
West Chester is 1-1 on the
season, beating Glassboro State
in their opener and losing a close
game to a tough Delaware team,
17-15 last week.
"We saw a film from the
Glassboro game," said Bowes,
"and we scouted the Delaware
game. Needless to say, anyone
that can play Delaware as close
as they did has to be pretty
good.':
The fact that the G_olden Ram~
held D"laware to 17 points is impressivP .c:¼Dd m?Y mmcate thattheir pre-season defensive
question marks have been
erased.
Last year, the •Ca ts downed West
Chester, .i..1-10. All indications
point to another UNH victory,
though the Rams may make it interesting ..

....~

UNH women's tennis team member Pam Smith unleashes a backhand shot. The Wildcats open their season today. (Shannon Speier photo)

New Hampshire

..

Burnham ... chasing Jauron

•
sports reporters nieetIDg
Sunday night at 6:00
in roo01 151 MUB

Cir~al840

**** STAROUSTERS ****
The Isaac Dow House
Quality Steaks, Seafood~ Prime Rib
Lunch and Dinner Served Daily
Salad Bar
Tavern Open Until Legal Clos~ng

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma Fraternity cordially invite all interested
women to become Little Sisters.
An INFORMATIONAL MEETING will be
·held Sept. 28 in the MUB Senate Room
at8:00 p.m.

Master Charge American Express

Old Dover Rd., Newingto.n , N.H.
Tel. 1·603·436·0699

Questions? Contact Karen 2-1511,
Phil 2-1288, or Julie 2-1676.

***************
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morning line
Mike
Minigan

Paul
Keegan

Lee
Hunsaker

Dana
Jennings

Steve
Morrison

West Chester
at New Hampshire

UNHbylO

UNHby 14

UNHby 1:·

UNHbyl.:'

UNH by 10

Boston University
at Northeastern

BU by 10

Golfers third in YC
The University of Massachusetts is the 1977 Yankee Con1ference golf champion. They won the six-team championship
(Monday afternoon) with a score of 464.
UNH placed third in the tournament, which was held at Stow
Acres Golf Club in Storrs, Connecticut, with a team score of
481. Bill Andrews was low for the Wildcats, shooting a round of 75.

-~ i

BUby3

/ NUby2

Yale by 21 · Yale by 21

Yale by 25

Yale by" 18

Me. b_r .~5-

Me. by 7

Me. by8

Connecticut
at Yale

·wonien's sports nieetings

Central Conn.
at Maine

Anyone intere&ted · in trying out for the women's swim team
should attend their meeting on Monday, September. 26 at
4:30 in the Field House. The newly-appointed swim coach
·isCarol Lowe
There will be a general meet~g for all .students interested in
participating on the women's ice hockey team on Wednesday,

BU by 10

,Conn by 10

Massachusetts
at Harvard

Harvby'3

Harv by 14

Brn by2

Brn by.14

.
UNH 's soccer game with Keene just to.
"We will have a few problems
State, which was rained out
Wednesday,
has
been re- with the lights,,., he continued,
scheduled for the third of Octo- " but it shouldn't take us long to
adjust.' '
ber.
Young also mentioned that playTonight, the hooters (1-0) travel to Boston College where they ing under the lights is almost
will take on the tenth-ranked giving the home team a goal
advantage.
Eagles.
The BC squad is 1 - 1 on the
This game for the Wildcats is season, having beat Stonehill and
unique for two reasons : 1) Alum- losing to last year's Division III
ni Stadium has artificial turf and champ Brandeis.
2) The game will be played under . -- After playing only one game,
lights .
.
the Wildcats are still green com"I dont think we should have pared to their competition but
that much trouble with the astro- Young feels that by adjusting his
turf, '' said UNH coach Art Young. players and their positions to the
"The field is narrower than ours game situation, UNH can play
but that shouldn't be hard to ad- any team any time.

'

Ho.rv by 10 Mass by t

H~vrby 7
.,

Brn by 14

Brn hy 3

Brnby20
.

'

Lafayette
at Columbia

Lafby 7

Lafby 7

La) by 6

Col by 7

Lafby 7

Holy Cross
at Dartmouth

Dart by 20

D<;1rt by 10

Dart by 15

Dart by 6

Dart by 20

Lehi by 15

Lehi by 14

·Lehi by 7

Lehi by 17

Lehi by 14

Army by 10

Army by 8

Army by 10

-

r

-

Pennsylvania
at Lehigh

Army
at Boston Gollege
Last week

7-2

6-3

6-3

Season

12-3, .800

.?2-3, T8UO

11-4, . 733

-

BC by 7

· Army by JO

8-1

13-2, .867

10-5, .667

Div. 2 football poll
Pts .
Monta na Sta te (2-0l
. 59
2. So. Carolina St. <2-0 l .
. . .... 57
3. New Hampshire (2-0J
... . . .. 51
4. Akron (2-0-1 l ..
. 49
.. · -r
5. Jacksonvill e St. <Ala ) (3-0l
.. 44
... 39
6. No. Da kota St. (1-1-ll . . . . .. .
7. No. Michiga n (2-ll . ..
. .. . 35
8. F lori da A&M (2-0 l ....... .. . ......... 33
9. Nevada , Reno (2-0l ...... . ..... . .... . , 27
10 . (tie) Tenn .-Ma r tin <2-0 l..
. . . . . . 24
10. (tiel Tenn . Tech <2-0 l. .
. ..... 24
Others rec eiving votes: E ast Stroudsburg
State <Pa .:; P uget Sound <Wasn >; Kentucky
State ; Massa chusetts, Mississippi Va lley
, State; Nebraska Oma ha; North Alaba ma;
North Dakota; Northern Arizona; Nor theast Missouri State. Northwest Missouri
Sta te.
1.

]c_
a t stats I

YC football .

Individual Rushing.

W L T
Name
Burnham
P endr y
Coleman
Allen

No.

Yds.

Avg.

70
13
23

383
108
82
-4

5.5
8.3
3 .6

11

TD ' X-pt

New Hampshi re
Massac husetts
Rhode Isla nd
Connecti cut
Maine
Boston Uni vers it y

TD Long
3
0

Leading Scorers
Na m e
Burnha m
Wha r ff
Checovich
Coleman

28
28
11
6

1

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

I
1

0

Individual Passing

FG Points

3

0

0

2
O

O

O

18
12
11

0

6

Div.I Soccer Standings
P ts.
Brown (1 -1) . . . . . .
. . . 49
2 . Vermont (2-0 ) . . .. .
.. .. 45
3. Connecticut (2-2) . .
... '. 43
4. Bridgeport (1-2 ) ..
. .... . .. 35
5. Rhode Island <O·ll ... . . .
.. ... 33
6. Dartmouth ( 1-0 l . ... .
.. .... . 30
7. New Hampshire n -O) ..
. .... .. 20
8. Yale (1 -ll . . .• .
.. ' . 11
9. UMass (0-0l ............ .. ..
.. 13
10. Boston College ( 1-0 ) . .
.. .. 11
Also rece iving votes: Ha r vard, Provi dence,
Boston University.

Me. by IO

I'

,

Netnien washed out again

!wo former Wildcat hockey players, All-American Bobby
Md~er and defenseman Joe Rando have been receiving much
. praise recently during the Bruins' training camp in Fitchburg,
Mass.
Both General Manager Harry Sinden and coach Don Cherry
had nothing but praise for Miller in an article which appeared in
yesterday's Boston Globe.
"He has hockey sense, " .said Cherry. " He hits ; he scores
goals. "
.
"He has three things we like," added Sinden. "He can skate. He
can check. He reacts.
" You don't usually expect a player right out of college to check
the way he does."
Rando has been lifting a few eyebrows also. Cherry likes him
·and his style. "He reminds me a little of Rickey Smith " said the
Bruins' coach.
'
But the Bruins already have eight defensemen with NHL experience and it appears that Rando. and also Miller will be
headed for Rochester, the Bruins' farm team .
But look out warns Cherry. " Those kids will be around in a
couple of years. ''

Yale by 14

. -

-·

Rhode Island
at Brown

The UNH women-'s soccer club will hold a meeting on Monday;
Sept. 26 at 8:00 p.m. in room 37 of the Field House. All those
interested in coaching or playing should attend.

ForIDer Cats draw praise

-

l.

September ZO cat 5 ; ,Win roorn ~ of the ~icld Ilou:sc.

The mens' tennis team will go into the-ECAC Division II
Championships at Rider College this weekend without ha'Cng
played a match this season.
Their first three matches (URI, Maine and Mass) were rained
out, leaving the team with no matches tQ prepare themselves
·for the weekend tournament..
The revised scheduled has Mass home on the 26th, at UVM the
next day, Connecticut home on the 30th, BU home Oct. 5
and Maine home the next day. All matches start at 1: 00
except for the Mass encounter which will start at 3: 00.

NUby3

I

YC Soccer, Standings

Name
Allen
Burnham

Alt .

Com.

Int.

29

19

0

YD
273

0

0

0

TD

65. 5
0.0

Pass Receiving ·

1.

YANKEE CONFERENCE
Conf
All
W- L -T
W- L -T
Vermont..
1- 0 -0
2- 0 -0
New
Hampshire 1- 0 -0
1- 0 -0
Maine.
0- 0 -0
2- 0 -0
Rhode
Island ..
0- 0 -0
0- I -0
Conn ..
0- 1 ·O
2- 2 -0
BU ..
0- 1 -0
0- 2 -0

PASS RECE IVING
No. Yds .
A vg.
Name
7
150
21.4
Pope
75
15.0
Ruff en
43
10. 7
Wharff
9
9.0
Pendry
Destefano
1·
-4
Destefano
Burnham

0.0

per cent

TD
0
0

'
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Unbeaten Cats
hoSt Golden Rams
By Paul Keegan
In the past two weeks, the UNlf
football Wildcats have played two
teams with powerful offenses
composed of mostly accomplished veterans, but with young,
questionable defenses.
Tomorrow, things should be
about the same when UNH entertains the Golden Rams of West
Chester State (game time: 1:30
p.m.l.
As in their first two wins against Holy Cross and Boston University, the Wildcats will go up
against a team that can move the
football.
"They have three exceptional
players offensively," said UNH
head coach Bill Bowes. "Joe Senser, their wide receiver is 6'-5",
runs the 40 in 4 R SP<'onds: , has
outstanding hands and is so big
that they just have to throw it up
and he catches it.
"And <Bill) - Blystone, their
fullback, is a good football

player. He is strong, and has the
ability to cut and break tackles. "
Blystone is a little AllAmerican and is a record holder
for rushing at West Chester. He
will be joined in the backfield by
Bill · J5~chner )on Jackson and
quarterback Craig Atkinson.
"Atkinson broke his leg last
year and didn't play against us,
but he's a good football player,"
said Bowes. "He can throw, he
can run the option - and he's a
good wing-T quarterback.''
How will this offense shape up .
against a Wildcat defense that
has been shown to be penetrable
(444 yards rushing in two games) .
to the run?
"That's a major concern," said
Bowes. "We've been giving up
morP. th:m wP'il likP ins:ido . "

However, the UNH defense has
been good enough in the first two
football page 22

How does Bill Burnham do it? Blocking, that's how. t;learing a hole you could
drive a truck through are co-captain tackle Grady Vigneaur (53) and guard Glen Liset
(66). ( Lee Hunsaker photo)

the .

sports
scene
Stickwomen gunning
for another big year
By Nancy Maculiewicz

Kelly Stone klcks out a shot during the UNH field hockey team's practice yesterday
at Memorial Field. (Scott Spalding Photo)

·uNH field hockey coach Jean
Rilling will try to guide her team
to another winning season today
when the team hosts Bowdoin
College at Memorial Field.
The Wildcats managed a 7-2
record last year, and a second·seeded position in the Regional
Tournament. If they succeed in
winning one of the first two
places in the Regionals again this
year, they will advance to the
finals."If we were ever to make
the nationals," said senior Tri. captain Marisa Didio, "This
would be the vear."

Women's tennis squad
opens at BU t9day
By Gerry Miles
from last year is back and is inThe women's tennis team this ·rolved in a battle with Judy
year has a strong schedule, lots Luber to retain the position.
of depth, and a host of fine Berube is a strong competitor
players back from last year's 11-1 and can be counted on for her
season. The upcoming schedule is determination. She- will play
tougher but that's no surprise.
number two against BU today.
In individual matches last
Lost through graduation is the
year, the Cats compiled a 62-15 former number one doubles team
record, far outdistancing their of Debby .Akerson and Winny
opponents. No surprise.
Woodbridge. The other loss is
Said Coach Joyce Mills, "We second doubles player Cathy Sanhave a closely knit team, a team tom who's a nursing major, and
that pulls together when things had to put more time into her
are up, and stays together when studies. Her partner, Courtney
things aren't.''
Berger, will now move up .to the
There is, however, one suprise- number one doubles spot, paired
-the return of Nancy Veale. Veale with Lisa Bragdon.
was the number one singles
The fourth singles player is
player last year but missed the Nancy Danker who played ]~st
second semester after un- . year anct won every singles match
dergoing an operation on her she played.
The losses in personnel
neck vertebrae. She was in a cast
for four months and had lost a lot · shouldn't hurt too much, as the
of her strength and no ne really team has two players with
expected her to return--except , previous experience returning afNancy Veale.
ter years off. Judy Luber and
Mills said, "Nancy has been a Judy Wiles were, "strong in-their
leader and always given the team freshmen years and are looking
a lot of spirit and inspiration. good this year too," according to
She's tough minded. You just Mills.
Freshman Pamela Smith is a
don't find that kihd of deterruination in many people, con- new addition to this year's team
sidering what she's been and will most likely see some acthrough."
tion. Her junior year in high
Sophomore Jocelyn Berube,
who was the number two seed Tennis, page 21

They will ·be boasting an experienced team with plenty of _
talent, having lost only two
players to graduation.
Returning players who will be
definite starters in today's game
include Didio, _and the other captains, Cathy Nichols, and Mame
Reardon,
juniors Suzanne
Rousseau and Kathy Sanborn,
and sophomores Gail Griffith and
Laura O'Donnell.
,
Two new faces to UNH field
hockey will also start--freshman
Gaby Haroules and goalie Kelly
Stone, a transfer student from
Ohio Wesly::rn
Rilling is excited and confident
about her eievenm season as
UNH field hockey coach. She
says most of her players came
back to school in good condition.
"We'll go into every game
physically and mentally ready,
that I can assure you," she said.
Rilling doesp't see any
weaknesses in the 32-niember
squad, although last year the
team had the problem of not
capitalizing on all their goalscoring opportunities.
A .rule change may benefit the
UNH team, which Rilling notes
"has a lot of speed." Flicking the
ball on an inbounds play as well
as push-passing ·. ·, is legal. This
could help The Wilcats get the
ball moving faster. ·

Junior Courtney Berger zeros in on the - ball during
practice yesterday. The net women open their season at
B.U. today. (Scott Spalding Photo)
.

Veale ... back

from

surgery

